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2018 Budget Survey Results
As part of the 2018 Budget process, the City of Cornwall conducted a public engagement exercise to
gather input on tax-supported services and priorities for the community.
A budget survey (Appendix A) was launched during the month of September 2017. The survey was
available online through the City website (www.Cornwall.ca). A print version of the budget survey
was also created and available at a number of City buildings, including City Hall, the Aquatic Centre,
Civic Complex, Benson Centre, Glen Stor Dun Lodge, and the Cornwall Public Library.
Through the survey, residents had an opportunity to learn more about City programs and services and
share their views on whether services should be enhanced, maintained or reduced. Residents were
also invited to share their views on what the priorities should be for the City.
Residents had the opportunity to provide additional comments in addition to their survey responses.
Where necessary, comments have been edited to remove inappropriate language or wording.
A total of 503 survey responses were received. Input gathered from the public was compiled into this
report and will contribute to the budget development process.

Budget survey highlights
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Questions on service, taxes and priorities
In addition to the questions on various municipal services, participants were asked to answer a series of
questions related to the City’s budget and strategic planning efforts. The responses are as follows:

Priorities for Elected Officials
Which priorities require the most attention from elected official and City Administration?

For comments related to the question “What are the top three things you feel the City should
change/enhance/improve over the next 12 months”, please see appendix B.
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Taxation and Levels of Service
Which statement best represents your position regarding taxation in Cornwall?





37.0%
19.8%
35.8%
7.4%

support a tax increase in order to enhance services
support a tax increase to maintain services
do not support a tax increase and wish to change services
not sure or need to know more before deciding

For comments received about taxation and levels of service, please see appendix C.
Municipal Infrastructure
Do you feel it is better to spend on infrastructure maintenance now so that costs for not escalate in the
future, or should maintenance be deferred so that municipal budgets and taxes can be cut?





78.7%
11.4%
8.2%
1.7%

chose to spend on infrastructure maintenance now
chose to defer maintenance
were not sure or needed to know more before deciding
does not matter to me

For comments received about spending on Municipal Infrastructure, please see appendix D.
Dedicating 1% for Rehabilitation of Municipal Infrastructure
In addition to the property taxes you currently pay, would you support a dedicated 1% increase in
property taxes to specially fund the rehabilitation of City assets and infrastructure?





52.6%
36.5%
9.9%
1.0%

yes
no
were not sure or needed to know more before deciding
does not matter to me

For comments received about a dedicated 1% increase for maintenance of municipal infrastructure,
please see appendix E.

Value for Money from Property Taxes
Do you feel you are getting good value for your money from your property taxes?
78.1% answered this question






38.9%
45.4%
13.2%
2.5%

yes
no
were not sure or needed to know more before deciding
does not matter to me

For comments received about value for money from property taxes, please see appendix F.
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Allocating Dollars to City Provided Services
The following services provided by the City were listed. The survey asked:
If you were given $100 to spend on services provided by the City, how would you allocate the funds?








$28
$23
$13
$11
$ 9
$ 9
$ 7

Protective Services (Fire, Police, Paramedic)
Roads (construction, road maintenance, snow removal)
Park and Trails
Recreation
Community Service
Glen Stor Dun Lodge
Transit Services

Sometimes the Smallest Things
Neighbourhood events and community projects are a great way to bring people closer together.
The budget survey asked:
Sometimes the smallest things we can do for our neighbourhood have the biggest impact.
Do you have a project or idea that could positively impact our community?

Detailed comments received from this question are included in appendix W.

Additional Comments
The budget survey included an open ended question to provide participants with the opportunity to
offer any additional comments for consideration.
Please provide any additional comments for the Mayor, Council, and Senior Staff in preparation
for the 2018 budget.

Detailed comments received from this question are included in appendix X.
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Response on Service Areas
Through the survey, participants could share their views on whether services should be enhanced,
maintained or reduced.

The service areas included:


Police Services



Fire Services



Parks and Recreation



Social and Housing Services



Road Repair and Snow Clearing



Municipal Works



Transit Services



Cornwall SDG Paramedic Services



Cornwall Public Library



Waste Management Services



Glen Stor Dun Lodge



Infrastructure Planning



Economic Development



Building and Bylaw



Planning Services

In all service areas, the majority of participants elected to maintain the service. The overall
responses received for each of these specific areas of service are summarized on the following
pages.
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Police Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $530

Commentary
The Cornwall Community Police Service
(CCPS) is a 24-hour service comprised of 131
personnel.
Services include community patrol, emergency
response team, crime reduction and community
partnerships, criminal investigation, forensic
identification, sexual assault and child abuse,
street crime unit, traffic unit, victim services, and
youth services. The CCPS responds to
approximately 15,000 calls per year.

Of the respondents:
- 252 chose to maintain the service (51%)
- 135 chose to reduce the service (27%)
- 56 chose to enhance the service (11%)

For comments received about Police Services, please see appendix G.
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Fire Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $256

Commentary
Cornwall Fire Services (CFS) provides a
24-hour operation comprised of 64 personnel
that responds to an average of 5-6 incidents per
day.

Of the respondents:
- 244 chose to maintain the service (50%)
- 156 chose to reduce the service (32%)

The CFS provides protection to life and property
through the coordination of fire suppression,
rescue, emergency medical first response,
education, prevention, and training.

- 56 chose to enhance the service (11%)

For comments received about Fire Services, please see appendix H.
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Parks and Recreation
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $224

Commentary
The Parks & Recreation department provides a
wide variety of arts & culture, sports and social
programs giving residents the opportunity to
participate in lifelong wellness activities.

Of the respondents:
- 263 chose to maintain the service (56%)
- 102 chose to reduce the service (22%)

The department maintains three indoor
community centres, numerous outdoor facilities
and is responsible for the maintenance of 750
acres of parkland, including 40 neighbourhood
parks and over 40 km of recreational paths.

- 85 chose to enhance the service (18%)

For comments received about Parks and Recreation, please see appendix I.
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Social and Housing Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $204

Commentary
The Social Housing (SH) division is responsible
for the administration of the housing portfolio.
The Social Services division provides financial
assistance, benefits and support services to
eligible participants.
The Child Care division plans and delivers
quality child care and early years programs
throughout the City and the United Counties of
SD&G and manages the Fee Subsidy Program.

Of the respondents:
- 191 chose to maintain the service (41%)
- 158 chose to reduce the service (34%)
- 74 chose to enhance the service (16%)

For comments received about Social and Housing Services, please see appendix J.
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Road Repair and Snow Clearing
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $167

Commentary
This division of Municipal Works is responsible
for the maintenance of the City’s roadway
system.
These responsibilities include sidewalk repairs,
road repairs, curb repairs, pothole repairs,
snowplowing, snow removal, maintenance of
parking lots, traffic signs, streetlights, and traffic
signals.

Of the respondents:
- 281 chose to maintain the service (61%)
- 137 chose to enhance the service (30%)
- 27 chose to reduce the service (6%)

For comments received about Road Repair and Snow Clearing, please see appendix K.
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Municipal Works
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $93

Commentary
The Municipal Works Division is responsible for
the operation of municipally owned buildings
including City Hall, Justice Building, two Fire
Halls, Richelieu Day Care Centre, Municipal
Works Yard, Paramedic Services headquarters,
and Transit building.
The Division is also responsible for the
maintenance of City vehicles and equipment,
including pay loaders, dump trucks, utility
vehicles, tractors, sidewalk plows, and many
others.

Of the respondents:
- 296 chose to maintain the service (66%)
- 74 chose to reduce the service (17%)
- 58 chose to enhance the service (13%)

For comments received about Municipal Works, please see appendix L.
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Transit Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $87

Commentary
Cornwall Transit provides conventional,
industrial, community, handi-transit, and charter
bus services to the community. Total ridership is
approximately 800,000 annually.

Of the respondents:
- 207 chose to maintain the service (46%)
- 141 chose to reduce the service (31%)

Through marketing strategies, this service
promotes programs such as Clean Air Day and
Read to Ride, and supports local events through
partnerships with Waterfest, the Triathlon, and
the Child Abuse Prevention Campaign.

- 64 chose to enhance the service (14%)

For comments received about Transit Services, please see appendix M.
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Cornwall SDG Paramedic Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $70

Commentary
Cornwall SDG Paramedic Services provides a
24-hour emergency medical service to over
111,000 residents and visitors to Cornwall and
S.D.&G. This service responds to approximately
11,500 calls annually. Seven bases are in
strategic locations throughout Stormont, Dundas
and Glengarry.

Of the respondents:
- 282 chose to maintain the service (64%)
- 113 chose to enhance the service (25%)
- 37 chose to reduce the service (8%)

Paramedic Services also oversees the
Emergency Management Program, Public
Access Defibrillation, and the Community
Paramedic Program.

For comments received about Cornwall SDG Paramedic Services, please see appendix N.
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Cornwall Public Library
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $65

Commentary
Cornwall Public Library offers a wide range of
collections and services in English and French
for Children, Teens, and Adults including
hundreds of free programs and special events.

Of the respondents:
- 225 chose to maintain the service (51%)
- 151 chose to reduce the service (34%)

The library has books, magazines, newspapers,
DVDs and CDs, eBooks, digital magazines, and
special research databases that include
genealogy and language-learning.

- 46 chose to enhance the service (10%)

For comments received about the Cornwall Public Library, please see appendix O.
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Waste Management Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $48

Commentary
The City owns and operates a 150-acre landfill
where approximately 70 acres are available for
landfilling.
Operational since 1985, the site handles roughly
39,000 metric tonnes per year. The estimated
remaining life of the landfill is 18 years. The City
provides weekly garbage and recycling
collection.

Of the respondents:
- 335 chose to maintain the service (76%)
- 50 chose to enhance the service (11%)
- 43 chose to reduce the service (10%)

For comments received about Waste Management Services, please see appendix P.
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Glen Stor Dun Lodge
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $42

Commentary
The Glen Stor Dun Lodge (GSDL) provides
quality focused care to a diverse resident
population in a safe and comfortable
environment.

Of the respondents:
- 251 chose to maintain the service (58%)
- 81 chose to reduce the service (19%)

Community Outreach Services are coordinated
through the GSDL, and provide support and
assistance to seniors and adults with disabilities,
Alzheimers and other related dementias. These
services include Adult Day Programs, Meals on
Wheels, and the Telephone Assurance
Program.

- 64 chose to enhance the service (15%)

For comments received about the Glen Stor Dun Lodge, please see appendix Q.
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Infrastructure Planning
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $37

Commentary
The Infrastructure Planning (IP) Division
provides engineering expertise, capital planning,
project design and construction management for
the City’s linear infrastructure.

Of the respondents:
- 235 chose to maintain the service (55%)
- 103 chose to enhance the service (24%)

This infrastructure includes 393 km of sewers
pipes, 279 km of watermains, 272 km of
roadway, 189 km of sidewalks and 25
bridges/large culverts, which together have a
replacement value of approximately $807
million.

- 71 chose to reduce the service (15%)

For comments received about Infrastructure Planning, please see appendix R.
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Economic Development
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $31

Commentary
Economic Development assists new and
existing businesses to locate or expand in
Cornwall by fostering a positive environment for
growth. This is achieved through a combination
of factors including: assistance for site selection,
business retention efforts, and marketing to
external sources.

Of the respondents:
- 190 chose to maintain the service (45%)
- 124 chose to reduce the service (30%)
- 86 chose to enhance the service (20%)

The Cornwall Business Enterprise Centre
assists small business owners and
entrepreneurs in Cornwall, SD&G and
Akwesasne.
For comments received about Economic Development, please see appendix S.
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Building and Bylaw
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $26

Commentary
The Building Division provides review and
processing of Building permit applications in
accordance with the Ontario Building Code and
obligations of compliance and duty of care to
current and future building occupants.
The Bylaw Division enforces numerous
regulations involving parking, property
maintenance, noise, animal control and
business licencing.

Of the respondents:
- 219 chose to maintain the service (51%)
- 129 chose to reduce the service (30%)
- 64 chose to enhance the service (15%)

For comments received about Building and Bylaw, please see appendix T.
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Planning Services
For this service, 2017 taxes for a $150,000 residential property would be: $14

Commentary
The Planning Division ensures the orderly
development of the municipality by ensuring the
efficient use of existing infrastructure while
promoting sensible land use patterns for new
and sustained growth.
The division concerns itself with quality of
neighbourhoods, environmental protection, the
waterfront, and land use changes that promote
community improvement and revitalization.

Of the respondents:
- 256 chose to maintain the service (60%)
- 86 chose to reduce the service (20%)
- 48 chose to enhance the service (11%)

For comments received about Planning Services, please see appendix U.
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Community Agencies, Festivals, and Events
Should the municipality utilize tax dollars to support community organizations and special events?

Commentary
The City has excellent community spirit as
demonstrated by the level of community
participation in the numerous festivals and
special events.
The City provides assistance through financial
contributions and in-kind services. In 2017, the
City’s financial contributions of $82,000 and inkind services of $80,930 supported a number of
community events.

Of the respondents:
- 220 chose to “Yes” to support (52%)
- 139 chose to “No” to support (33%)
- 57 were not sure or needed to know more
before deciding. (14%)

For comments received about Community Agencies, Festivals, and Events, please see appendix V.
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Appendix B: Comments for the question, “What are the top three things you feel the
City should change / enhance / improve over the next 12 months?”.
Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

développement éventuel de
la rive

infrastructure

qualité de vie des résidents

Cut cots Polce and Fire

Add to reserve funds for
infratstruce, roads sewers

Update citizens of the status of
progress fund annualy

Slow traffic areas in the
city...ex: 2nd St.

Marina 200 enhancements as
well as all parks.

Retirement facilities for the
future...

building up reserves

finding new employers

making Cornwall a place
people want to move to

Improve Roads

Improve Housing

Water Rates - Lower

invest in our waterfront
development re opening the
canal

provide grants for business
renovations or tax breaks

i find taxes are very high in
cornwall and should be
reduced to help an aging
comunity

Reduce taxes

Improve efficiency of projects

enhance the Paramedic
services, wait too long for
an ambulance, need more
of them

enhance senior living

Support to senior citizens

Upgrade waterfront to create
better atmosphere.

Their behavior towards each Enforce citizens that do not take
other
care of their property
Council cohesion

City workforce efficiency

Local Environment

Tighter Financial Control

Efficiency in Governance and
Administration

Goverance and
Adminisistration

Eliminate the conflict of interest

Eliminate fesabitily studies

quality of life

economic & financial

environment
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Roads

Economic

Playgrounds

Increase Paramedic
Services Funding

Increase Spending on Road
Improvmement

Decrease Money Spent on Fire
Services

infrastructure back log
reduced

better council team work and
cohesion - less in fighting

better transparency

Quality of life

Environment

Increase police and fire
services.
Economic and Financial

Fire Service budget services Bylaw 24hrs (free up police)
equip

Infrastructure

spend less on police & fire

improve infrastructure

Waterfront

more green spaces

more quality jobs, not minimum
wage

lead the way in healthy living
for seniors

economic and financial
quality of life

quality of life

governance & administration

Paramedic service

Hospital

waterfront

Continue to focus on
Cornwall as a "liveable" city
to attract families

Contiue to attract business to the
area by focusing on its strategic
location

Ensure infrastructure supports
are in place for areas of the
city seeing growth

Mayor and Council improve
their business networks

Rein in the budget and costs

Improve transit

Enhance the Emergency
Services budget

Improve on the transparency of
City Hall

Find people with soping
carts off properties

Bike lanes
Change the size of Council
(smaller)
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Green initiatives, protecting
waterfront,

Clean air: no backyard burnings
at all, no idling cars, trucks

Activities for the public: skating
in the park, sliding, mini
festivals

Procurement procedures

Economic development

Budget savings and new
revenue opportunities

Quality of Life

Goverenance & Administration

Economic & Financial

infrastructure

waterfront develpment/revitalize
the downtwon core

DO NOT touch the reserves to
reduce operating costs

Provide improvement
incentives for the upgrading
of the housing inventory particularly in areas of lower
income rentals

FD checking of rentals for safetyesp. where absentee landlords
are involved

Environment

Quality of Life
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fewer administrators - more
workers
Police Services

Improve Housing

Improve Jobs for young People

people skills training for city
staff

continuity among all
neighborhoods for city upkeep
and property standards

allow development so
residents and tourists will
spend in Cornwall

Infrastructure improvements

Waterfront improvements

More transparency

Infrastructure

Planning

Waterfront development

Fire Prevention Services

Quality Of Life

Enviroment

Economic & financial

Quality of life

Environment

Public transportation

Job opportunities/ attract
employer

Crack down on social welfare
abuse

public transit

road repairs and snow clearing

senior programs

Approve more Registered
Staff at Glen Stor Dun
Lodge
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

quality of life

Environment

Economic and financial

Economic development

Maintain emergency services for
public safety

Keep up with aging
infrastructure

Waterfront development

Improved relationships between
our local communities. Strength
in region.

Economics development

provide bus service on
sundays and hoildays

reduce city council member

go back to the ward system

Paramedic Services

Enhanced city infrastructure

Attract businesses

Reduce costs through
greater accountability

Reduce taxes based off reduced
costs

Encourage small business

More affordable housing for
low income people

Attract more businesses to the
area

more information about the
services already available.

Increased communication
on issues that effect
Cornwal

Public dog park

Install more garbage cans
throughout walkable areas

Reduce taxes for police
services

Improve redistribution of funds
for infrastructure planning

reduce property taxes

Planning of future expenses
(see PWC Report ?)
don't make construction
drag for long periods of time

infrastructure maintain

stop wasting tax payer money
on irelivent things and manage
our money better

Improve transit hours and
days

Sidewalks on Anthony or a
crossing guards second and
Anthony

School zone for rose des vent

Enforce the city byelaws or
stop making them.
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Connecting bike paths,
finishing 9th!

Enforcement of bike laws,ebike
laws, people going though red
lights, littering, put more garbage
cans out

More accessibility

Jobs

Activities for children and
teenagers

Safety

Enforce and fine people
who allow garbage
accumualation, mattresses,
dog poop, etc

Cornwall police need to
acknowledge and ticket the
Unsafe driving, tailgating, turning
into intersections while
pedestrians are crossing, not
obeying signage, such as stop
signs.

Plow sidewalks sooner and
better than the past. People
should not have to walk on the
street because it is too difficult
to walk on the sidewalk.

More recreation programs
for children

Wiser spending of tax dollars

Less spending on outside
consultants we pay planners
and engineers on city pay rolls
and I think they can do the job

further support for By law
officers to enforce the laws

support police efforts to protect
our city and citizens from threats
of all kinds

maintain and provide stricter
policies for city owned and
managed properties to provide
proper, legal atmosphere for
tenants.

Economic Development
(more better paying jobs)

Planning Department (make it
easier to obtain permits)

Corporate Restructuring

Economic and Financial

Quality of Life

Environment

No more low housing so
attracting welfare recipients

Develop waterfront with things to
bring in tourist and not put in
condos!

Our streets are absolutely
horrible! Hite workers who can
get the job done

Provide incentives for
businesses big and small

develop part of the
waterfront. What a waste of
space right now
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

economical growth

Planning

Maintain current tax levels

Seniors care, GSDL,

Seating at the Civic Complex

Support local business, not
large corporations in Ottawa
and Toronto.

Smaller # of councillors

Better educated councillors

Spend money on EMS

Jobs that pay decent wage

Housing thats affordable

Finishing the already started
road construction

Road repairs: perhaps
tackle one major and a
couple minor projects at any
one time, not three major
projects all at once.

Work harder to entice more

Hold the line on pay increases
to fire/police services. We do
not have to match the top rates
of pay with the larger cities in
the province.

industry/business to our city.

New boat launch
Revitalize downtown

Reduce crime

Bring new businesses to
Cornwall

Clean up low income homes

improve water and sewer

help clean up garbage around
cornwall

Require Methodone and
substance reliant citizens to
present substance free prior
to obtaining social services.
There is no reason for
rehabiliation when we feed
the addiction with social
assistance.

Mental Health facility - we have
an incredibly high percentage of
Mentallyl challenged people that
could benefit from a facility.

governance &
administration

quality of life

economic & financial

Study how do things better
all dept

Maintained infrastructure
maintenance

Cut subsidy to organizations
that are always crying for
money

Infastructure

Fire services decrase

Waterfront Development

Economic & Financial

EMS service

Governance & Administration
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Cleaning the former Domtar
site and associated lands
within its surroundings force
bylaws to clean up eyesore
properties

Attract new vendors to set up
stores, we are in dire need of
proper stores in Cornwall we are
spending way to much money
out of town to shop

More has to be done to attract
higher end job placements,
much required shopping,
dismantle existing City
eyesores improve the Seventh
street extension with proper
lanes, resurfaced street, install
a decorative fence along Big
Ben Ski Hill, landscape the
Benson Centre entrance from
the street, look at our city's
main entry way from Hwy 2 to
Vincent Massey and address
what impression it gives to
visitors ? Lastly please do
pressure the St Lawrence
Seawy to remove those
unsightly concrete piers before
we the tax payers are owned
to pay for their removal.

Paramedic service

Community care

Affordable housing

more sports/recreational
facilities

improved roads

Enhance EMS

Reduce Fire Dept. salaries (
earlier explained)

Stop mismanaging of city
funds

roads/sewers

more bang for the buck- review
what departments need to be
audited

cuts to current tax rate

environment

quality of life

economic and financial

Reduce backlog of
infrastructure projects

Practice good government and
not approve projects lay people
ask for when experts deem them
unnecessary

Increase enforcement (I.e.
Bylaw and highway traffic act).
No point in having the rules if
they aren't enforced so people
break them all the time.

Environment

Quality of Life

Economic & Financial
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Make our city a destination
Spend money on things that
for new large scale business matter, like our city's
infrastructure

Develop our waterfront so that
people come to it.

Waterfront development

Affordable Housing

Maintain infrastructure

New and improved softball
diamonds

Keeping our city clean and tidy

attracting big business

Establish clear departmental
performance standards with
a monitoring and reporting
system to assess over time

Work in collaboration with other
community agencies to establish
need, share resources, and
assess value

Ensure tax dollars are being
spent efficiently and not
wasted on administrative
costs.

Continue to enhance the
waterfront, bike and ski/hiking
trails to help make Cornwall
inviting to potential new residents
and to help with the health and
fitness of its citizens.

Functional review of
emergency services to realize
real dollar savings while
maintaining services. It can be
done you just have to have the
right people in place.

Cut back on highly paid
supervision/management
positions within the city to
support more frontline work
and effective use of budget
dollars to directly impact the
community.

Infrastructure & economic
development to attract new
residents & businesses

City & hr & counsel connect
with community and staff in
order to see how the
community is experiencing the
plans & previous actions not
rely solely on howanagemnt is
reporting back to council etc.
Survey like this written for
those who struggle with
accessibility or means of
advocating for themselves so
that residents have a voice &
can access resources.

reduce council numbers

waterfront

youth programs

economic &financial

quality of life

goverance and administration

Aging Infrastructure

Quality Neighborhoods

Economic Development

Transparency with the
public

Engagement with employees
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Better funding for
Paramedic Services.

Improve waterfront. ie:
Boardwalk along river, Upgrade
Marina 200.

Improve roads and
Infrastructure

Lower tax load on your tax
payer.

Reduce waste and duplication.

Please get your Property
Standards department to do
something...anything! From our
vantage points, it appears that
their doing nothing!!!

community safety

preserving historical landmarks

senior care

Governance and
administration

Quality of life

Economics and financial

Waterfront development

Hire more paramedics

Continue developing bike
lanes

Decrease fire

Increase parks and waterfront.
Clean the city up

More money to events

Increase/promote tourism
and cultural events

Increase/promote Cornwall as a
place to do business

Improve/expand bike paths
and pedestrian walkways

Safe senior housing

Safe environment for everyone

New business and medical
doctors to the area

Reduce taxes

Increase interest by outsiders to
our community

Stop wasting money

infrastructure ditchs,storm
wider intersections so big trucks
sewers and sanitary sewers can turn safely

repair sidewalks instead of just
painting the cracks red and yes
I knowyou have 3 year
graceperiod

Increase housing for seniors
and long term care

Infrastructure

Reduce size of administration

enhance community arts
and culture

enhance recreation options for
low income residents

enhance safety in Cornwall's
east end community (related to
drug activity)
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

working to make sure
assistance is going to
everyone who needs it and
not to those taking
advantage.

we need to work to upkeep and
preserve historical buildings,
monuments etc. It is
heartbreaking what all we have
let go.

we need to spend special
event monies on things that
allow us to engage and come
together as a community.

Bylaw improvement

Reduce my tax bill

listen to the medicial officer of
health

leading responsibly decision

infrastructure ecological

recycling and compost

Council too many.limit to
two 4 year terms No more
than this

use of out side consultants stop
this useless practice

do not comersulize our water
front park there's cities that
would roll over for the river
side area we have condos to
the north

French language services
and training to attract
businesses

Changes to library services
(coworker spaces with software
and equipment to be used for
meetings, training, independent
or small group work, etc.)

Senior services

Waterfront

Waterfront

Waterfront

Development of land along
the 401 to attract travellers

Have more police officers on the
road - instead of doing
administrative work

Roads/sewers/sidewalks, etc

Repairing infrastructure and
roadways

Safety

Community services

Better fund Protective
Services

Reduce taxes

Improve services and support
for building permits, planning

taxation

property standards

building permits and codes

Get rid of bike paths on
Scond St

Deal with runaway budgets from
EMS services

Manage city projects
effectively kids with Tonka toys
could do better

Better decision making for
infrastructure- the Second
street bike lane is a prime
example of a rush job and
no good planning

A review of each department,
identifying where cuts can be
made to management, and more
focus on service to the taxpayer

STOP funding private
agencies, festivals, services
etc
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Environment

Infrastructure

Economic development

Stop wasting so much
public money on
consultants and just do
what needs to be done.

Stop socially engineering
Cornwall into a retirement
community and start doing more
to attract young people and new
Canadians

Once and for all, do something
about the old Domtar site.

Road and sidewalk cleaning
(all through the year).

Creatong more accessible and
affordable housing

Getting big businesses to
locate in the city creating more
job opportunities.

Scheduling of road repair
and getting the jobs done.
Not all being done at once.
And done on schedule.

Bringing new business to this
city. Ie. stores for shopping, not
just Walmart. How de we
encourage new stores to come
here and help keep my dollars in
this city!!! It's so frustrating.

Availability of rental housing

Initiatives to keep
teens/young/new adults in
Cornwall

Improve environmental
footprint of city

New businesses

Waterfront development

Social assistance (ie. help
people find jobs, etc.)

infrastructure

social services

community safety

Montreal Road

Policing

Waterfront

Stop funding community
agencies

infrasructure maintenance needs
better planing

Increase funding for seniors
long term care facilities.

better use of water front

cleaning up neighbourhoods

communication

Reduce the cost of the fire
service

Economic development

Active living

Invite more stores and
places to shop

Enhance use of waterfront
without destrying it.

Invite more business to move
to Cornwall

more action

less arguing

no more meeting...once
elected do your stuff
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Vacant land development to
increase city's finances

Better shopping to diisway
people from going to Ottawa or
Montreal

Improve look of houses in
cotton mill area!

Road systems - hwy 138
investments

Limit rising police and fire service
costs - conduct review on the
viability of OPP services.

Long term economic
development

Change bylaw to allow Pitt
to be open on Sunday and
possible make it pedestrian
only during summer months
and host small festivals (
garlic, markets, etc.) there.

Do something about the geese in
Lamoureux Park.

Try to get a satellite university
in the area and attract large
retail outlets.

Glen stor dun costs

Permits and planning dept

Heart of the city/ help increase
business

Community Safety and
Well-being and
Engagement

Active and Healthy Living Address Mental Health and
Addiction Crisis which affects
many citizens and agencies on a
daily basis

Property Standards and
Landlord Accountability

Cut waste. Last year a truck
washed a road, followed by
a salt truck after it froze.

Don't stall construction projects.
Once started, continue working
to complete it.

More transparency with
citizens regarding decisions.

Reduce Police Overtime

Redude FireFighter Overtuime

Incremental increases every
year to maintain services.

review and cut cost

drop funding for outside agencies

Aging infrastructure

Property standards.

Economic development

Remove Cornwall police
and get opp

road repairs

better snow removal and
plowing

Infrastructure

Money for Parks and landscape

Ice rinks

Employment opportunities
other then 15 dollar an hour
dead end jobs

Waterfront

Implement a bylaw where
people will be ticketed if the
remove shopping cards...
cornwall looks terrible!
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Start to actually manage the
Corporation of the City of
Cornwall

Be more transparent. Closed
door meeting is NOT
transparency.

Handle our tax dollars as if it
were your own money and not
an never ending pool of funds.

campground west side of
guindon park

remove bike path on busy streets
eg 2 nd str.

force owners to clean up
domtar cil properties

finance

Administration

eviroment

Attracting businesses and
government work for
educated citizens who must
commute over an hour to
find work

Improve quality of life through
access to more recreational
activities like sports and arts
programming for all ages

Cut wasteful spending debates
(like the debate over the bridge
pillars). Stop wasting
everyone's time and money.

Develop waterfront

Properly inspect and fine
slumlords

Do org reviews on Fire and
police services

Accountability

trust

Infastructure
More affordable housing for
seniors.
openness and fairness
Freeze police/fire wages
and focus more on
municipal and recreation
workers
As mentioned before,
something should be done
about fire and co2 safety in
the older buildings in
Cornwall and forcing
Landlords and homeowners
to have working alarms with
fines in place to ensure
compliance.

Electrical in older buildings
should be verified and
landlords/homeowners should be
held accountable for upgrading
when required.

reduce police budget

improve effectiveness of public
works/infrastucture

improve effectiveness of bylaw
enforcement

Less property water taxes

Better stores to shop

Better paying jobs a decent
college university
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

permit and bylaws

art and culture

park growths

Make rec infrastructure
more accessible by
implementing a flat fee
system for access

Begin compost collection
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GSDL
Waterfront - look at what
Brockville did, people don't
visit green spaces

Infrastructure

Protective services

Infrastructure

Community places for teens to
stay off the streets

Better shopping malls

Water. sewer

Transit

Transparency

Arts and culture planning

Economic development

Roads maintenance

Improve future planning with
less borrowing and better
management of existing
resources

Reduce police services or force
enforcement of fines/penalties for
lawbreakers

Start planning and
implementing plans for real
future demographic growth elderly and low income earners

Implement Lean 6sigma
initiatives to reduce waste

Implement Lean 6sigma
initiatives to eliminate waste

Implement Lean 6sigma
initiatives to increase
productivity

Job growth

Activities for teens/children

Crime of all sorts

Enforcing by-laws for
property standards

Clean up Montreal Road
businesses.

Attracting new employers or
expanding current employers

water meters so people pay
for what they use

keep costs low for low income
earners

affordable housing for
everyone

Communication with the
public

Communication with employees

Stop the run away budgets
such as the fire service, we
can't sustain this

underground infrastructure

Reduce administration &
governance

Maintain/enhance
infrastructure
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

take a closer look at how
properties taxes are
determine within the city. for
ex riverdale area pays
roughly around 1800 to
2200 a year where lynne st
and fraser ave pays roughly
around 2300 to 3000 with
no sidewalks and no curbs,

better look at how snow removal
for city sidewalks are done.. don't
understand how there can be so
much overtime when some side
walks don't even get done until
almost three days later when
there is no snow for a week and
still overtime.

better communciation when
calling for city services

Infrastructure renewal

Upkeep of fixed assets e.g..
roads

Reduce the fat in the bloated
adminstration

Affordable housing

Road maintenance

Infrastructure enhancement

More arts and culture

infrastructure

economic diversity

Better policing enforcing
laws and giving fines to lax
contactors

Enhance Business parc with
better accessibility and growth

Improve waterfront and stop
destroying our heritage sites

keep improving waterfront

roads

Economic development

Quality of life / poverty reduction / Infrastructure
Services

Greatly reduce the current
transit system

Stop any consideration of an arts
and culture centre

Stricter bylaws for personal
properties (couches on
verandas etc)

Good recreation programs entice
professionals with children to
locate here

Paramedic budget
enhanced

Transparency of firemen duty vs
cost

Over looking what road work
really needs to be done and
not done (I.e; did not need to
make second st 1 lane.)

transparency at all levels

overall community culture (parks,
recreation, arts, etc.)

infrastructure to support city

No tax increase

Community road snow removal

Community events and
promotion

increase budget for
paramedics

improve waterfront

grow local business

Benson Centre MUST be cost
recovery- increase fees
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Social housing for
singles.....affordable, decent
housing

Put more emphasis I.e. ticketing
Keep the waterfront as
drivers who jump red lights,
waterfront...not residential
tailgate, park in bike lanes., paths
used by ebikes etc. ,kids without
helmets

Economic & Finance

Quality of Life

Waterfront

Roads

Tourism attraction

Roads are very important

Water and sewer are very
important

Safe streets are NUMBER 1

More summer programs for
children

Encourage community building
through sponsoring of events

Increase maintenance of
infrastructure

Economic development

Seniors care

Enhance and enforce
legislation penalizing
landlords who don't
maintain their buildings
properly

Stray cat sterilization program

Focus on getting illegal drugs
(and users) out of our city

More park activities for
community involvement

No more condos

Crime has gotten really high
more police patrolling and
more youth to keep kids on the
right path

Settle expired contracts in a
fair and respectful manner
with City employees

Clean parks and bike paths

Improve bylaw enforcement

Parks

Recreation

Infrastructure to deal with flood
prone areas

Way water taxes are
calculated

Way housing taxes are
calculated

Parking fees near retirement
homes

Plan better when doing road
improvements
Transit on Sunday
Enhance Paramedic
services
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Improve Paramedic
Services

Increase Transparency

Improve infrastructure

permit wait times

eliminate 24hr shifts for tired fire
fighters

Dismiss all senior officials &
start over

designate Lamoureux Parc, a no
touch law !

reduce council to 8, vote the
present ones out ... lol

Improved living conditions
for those living around the
Le Village area.

Quicker development of
vacant/burnt lands into usable
space.

More affordable housing and
daycare.

Sewer/ water main breaks

Communication with residents

Concentrate on running a
city/municipality (Core
Priorities)

Leave economic matters to the
private sector

Devolve the city of non
municipal responsibilities

Afortable housing

Economic growth

Senior living

More communication

reduce staff at Police Services

Infracture

Streets

Accountability of council

More contracting out....city
workers are not doing the job

Cut the fat out of police, fire
and paramedic services.

Procure and keep publicly
accessible our waterfront.

Give overdue attention to
preserving/promoting our
history, especially our Loyalist
founding history.

Commercial and residential
waterfront development

Economic development focussed
on diversifying the economy and
attracting the right kind of skilled
labour

Reduce the number of
councillors

Library

Museum

Downtown

move parmedics to central
location in city

Bylaws more user friendly

senior services

Improve work done on roads by
contractors

Reduce number of councillors

waterfront
Reduce spending within ie
vehicles, staff
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Governance

Safety of our citizens.

Economic development. Get
people off welfare. Jobs.

Arts

Culture

checking out more welfare
recipients and cutting them
off

lower the amount of welfare
given to those that can work but
won't

doing something about the
corner of pitt and second to
prevent us looking even more
like a dying city

Environment

Experience - IE Event
sponsorships

Infrastructure

By law enforcement
specifically in eastend

Development of infastructure
either preventative maintenance
or upgrading to more futuristic
equipment (which also creates
jobs)

Development of welfare or
disability system to ensure it os
not being abused by citizens
with drug or alcohol testing.
Along with home check ins and
mandatory volunteer hours or
community involvement

New business investment

Waterfront housing and
entertainment investment

Infrastructure

Reduce property taxes

Improve via rail service

No bridge toll

Land development for
commercial and
manufacturing. Ready to
move in areas

Economic development outreach
to European and South American
companies to expand here

Establish a marketing brand
that will attract and a pr
program to draw ppl and
companies to the city

Governance & Admin:
Fairness in Renumeration of
City Employees

Economic Development for
Young Professionals to return to
the City

Quality of Life: Accomodation
of Seniors and disabled needs
Housing Shortage

Infrastructure maintenance
enhance

Funding to protection services

Economic growth enhance

addressing poverty

food sustainability

housing

More activities and events

Affordable housing

More into the schools

Planning to have each
nieghbourhood with a wide
range of economic classes

Low Impact Development for
stormwater control

Integrate cultural celebrations
and the arts
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

need to reduce costs of fire
dept

find efficiencies in each dept
without increasing taxes

better organization and
communication

Need to re-brand the
city/create a new innovative
vision

Improve economic development
services and use technology to
do so

Support diversity - loud and
clear

infrastucture

less red tape and bylaws

open door policy

Business attraction

Attract more people to live in
Cornwall

Infrastructure maintenance

Road Infrastruture

Water/Sewer Infrastructure

Invest for Future Cost Needs

Economic & Financial

Quality of Live

Environment

policing

Fire

transit

make paramedics essential

don't rob peter to pay paul

effecient planning

quality of life

affordable housing for seniors

better accountability for our tax
dollars

Increase Human Services Increase the Human value
of living here.

Show the Community that the
City actually cares about the
people who live here... not just
the businesses

Improve the way that we
communicate with the City... Its
so hard to learn about city
policies and procedures and
changes.

Environment

Economic & Financial

Quality of Life

Communication and
transparency

Envisonmental

Quality of Life

Trim services. Too much
waste.

Cut taxes.

Infrastructure. When you start
a project, please finish it in a
timely manner.
Marleau/McConnell
intersection is a disaster.

Promote the city in a
positive way to bring jobs

Develop the waterfront

New fire hall

Better communication
internally and externally
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Keep the Youth here, it's a
College town. Bring back
Lift off and start booking
good bands at Civic
Complex and Autsville
Theatre

Property Standards for
neighbourhood south of second
St.

start building up the water front
- cotton mill to Domtar. little
shops, outdoor cafes, bike
paths etc..

cut the fire/police budget

increase elderly care facilities

continue improving on
infrastructures

Hybrid fire service

increase spending on
infrastructure

increase spending on
recreation

roads and sewers

reduce fire service

review police service staffing,
who does what...

costs of lobour, not hourly
rates but the amount hired
to do the work.

plan to deal with urban renewal
south of second

encourage job development

marketing and economic
development

co-ordination of infrastructure:
repairs, maintenance

communication and openness
with the public

infriastructure

river front activities and planning

lesson management

Fire Prevention

Crime Prevention

Roads/Snow Removal

Investigae parttime/volunteer Fire force

Investigate OPP

Attract more
Ottawa/TO/Montreal retirees

cut back on Police Services

cut back on Fire Services

enhance the EMS department

bring in better employment
opportunities for our citizens
Quality of Life - Start
treating your staff with
respect so they can in return
treat their clients with
respect.

Change how you permit/planning
office works and make it that
contractors want to build in the
city again instead of making
everyone jump through hoops to
get building permits

Quality of life

Governance and Administration

Support Higher End
Housing Developments

Economic and Financial
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Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

charge development fees

increase user fees on every
service provided

better snow removal on side
walks and rec path

By-Law and Building Permit
Enforcement

Environmental Services

Parks, Recreation, and the
Waterfront

Transperancy

Communication

Infrastructure

More staff to deal with
complaints and enforcement

More support and promotion for
active living
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Art Center!
Police involement with the
community.

Bylaw enforcement.

Infrastructure

Better communication with
the public

Answer your teleohone . Call
back as promised

Improved planning on Major
constructio projects

lower number of councillors

property maintenance

landfill life expectancy

Reduce social assistance.
Ex: Welfare

Put in bicycle lanes on Brookdale
between the Rotary Circle and
14th Street.

I don't have a third one. The
city of Cornwall is doing a good
job. I love my hometown of
Cornwall.

Bring more employments

Watch where you spend money

Development

Transparency of City Hall
decisions

Changes to Protective
Services....Better ways to deliver
services

A vision fo the future with a 0
tax increase plan

Enhance Cornwall Transit
services

Add more water fountains in
Lamoureux park

water front development

enhancing services

Increase investment in
infrastructure.

Increase investment in tourism.

Reduce cost of fire services

Jobs/Employment

Roads/Infrastructure

Festivals/Events

More resources and efforts
towards communications
and community
engagement

Waterfront development

Special events and tourism
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Appendix C: Comments for the question, “Which statement best represents your
position regarding taxation in Cornwall? I support, I do not support, I wish to change
services.”
We need to reduce waste due to duplication of services that can be performed by existing dept's
Our taxes in this city are overwhelmingly high. Do not increase them...
I lean towards change in services but need to know more on how exactly the money is spent.
specifically emergency services. the numbers do not add up. Police and paramedics are
thousands of calls ahead of fire? Yet fire seem to command the most intaxes and are paid the
highest and paramedics who are the most highly trained of all emergency services receive the
lowest wages and command the lowest tax. once again how are they not considered an
essential service?
As mentioned several times throughout this survey, I feel the City Council is stale and stagnant
and do not do enough to showcase Cornwall as a viable option for new business. I would vote
for a huge change in council members
I do not support a tax increase and wish to maintain services You have to change the way you
do business If the job is in the phone book the city should not be doing that job
Same theme, get more out of every dollar. I personally know of products and service that the
city pays too much for but because of personal relationships they continue to over spend. We
need to verify that each employees salary is justified and the work completed matches the hours
paid.
Do not support tax increase.. use more effectively and stop wasting money. Also use more
volunteers (maybe high school hrs ) for maintenance of flower beds and such things, stop
having so many city workers standing around watching..
I do support a REASONABLE, REALISTIC SMALL tax increase to maintain/enhance services
BUT I want to know WHICH ones would be enhanced/maintained, and HOW before I
agree/disagree, and by "enhance" I do not, nor will I EVER consider "a raise for council
members" as "enhanced".
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We should be finding the cost increases in our budget through new assessment. We have to
make it attractive for developers to come to Cornwall to build and create new assessment.
Taxes are already too high, a study by each department to see if and how could we do better.
Update the way of doing things
includes wage increases
An increase that matches the increase in the overall cost of living is expected (ie: 1-3%
increase) to maintain services. If we are looking at enhancing services, a modest tax increase
may be appropriate. However, the city should look at doing a full assessment of how their
current services are actually contributing to the city. There may be some valuable cost-cutting
or improvement measures that could be implemented.
As per previous comments, I would like to know that my tax money is being spent efficiently
before I would endorse a tax increase.
Would prefer a tax reduction. Whatever happened to the municipal election commitment to
actually lower taxes???
infrastructure repair
Inflation occurs, naturally taxation should follow so we do not fall behind. But it should follow suit
otherwise the everyday working person will not be able to keep up and this will cause big issues
down the road.
There needs to be smarter people in position to allocate the tax funds
like i said raising taxes is not a solution.
The community cannot sustain the increases without a review of waste and inefficient services.
There is definately a need for change and better accountability to those paying the bills.
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Again this is a hard one. You're not spelling out what the increase would mean financially to my
household and you're not telling me what it would provide me. I cannot agree to an increase
without that info to weigh the pros & cons but like most ppl I would be hard to convince it would
be worth it if there's no improvements to the services provided by the municipality.
The Fire Service can go Hybrid, with only partial full time employees
The level of salaries being paid to city employees is incongruous with this city's tax base.
If necessary. Ensure money paid in taxes now is being well allocated before taking more.
We NEED incremental increases.
Taxing residents even more will eventually cause them to leave and move to the Townships.
Why not survey the City employees (ie. fire, police, EMS along with City workers) to see how
many actually live in Cornwall and pay the taxes. It might be an eye opener when you realize
that those that are paid from our taxes don't pay into them.
I also believe we should reduce the number of part time counsellors we have on city council.
that could help with the budget too
Taxes are just too high for this city. Over 50% for emergency services alone, when does the
bleeding stop? Something has to give.
I do not support tax increases as I know many ways the city could gather more money i.e. you
have vacant land make a community garden where you can charge per garden plot, (2) yard
sales anyone having a yard sale shoudl have to buy a permit 5.00 and register it. There are so
many small businesses stating yard sales but they are selling their products or having yard
sales every single weekend or selling food or goods that are not safe
Cut the waste and reduce taxes.
Obviously no one wants a tax increase. Why is this even a question?
Generate income for services by other means other than taxes
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I feel that the City should not be attributing funds to organizations annually. If they cannot
facilitate operating without funding, then they should take a close look at their own finances.
If the services that need to money receive the money. Politics aside, when it comes to the bare
bone of it, paramedics, police, road work, all comes prior to fire. One station with surrounding
volunteers would reduce their cost while keeping the city covered for when their services are
needed.
Some services but not all
The city needs a lesson in the difference between "Essential Municipal Responsibilities" and
"Crap the Municipality has no business getting involved in or providing".
How about: I support a tax increase to invest in the future of our aging infrastructure while
examine alternative costs savings for FIRE/POLICE/EMS.
See previous
It is not a pay raise...Its an increase to get done what you didn't do last time!! Cut out frills, hire
or give $$$ to have a hot line for fraud reporting. Tighten every department!!
I do not mind paying a little extra a year to keep the city on budget for all of our services.
Honestly if it costs me even $150 more a year, which isn't much in the long term of things, to
keep this city running smoothly then so be it. Ive lived here all my life and I don't want it crime
ridden, boring, and looking like crap because some residents are too cheap to ante up basically
an extra $15 a month.
We need to look at all areas and decide what we can and cannot do. The majority of residents
are on fixed incomes and low wages. There is a need to look at staffing in all areas.....it is
always nice to have but can we afford it.
same comments as before
Police and Fire are very important, but these individuals are over paid. 1000's would do take
there jobs for less substantially less money.
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I support value-for-dollar on property taxes. If the service is valued and necessary, it should be
adequately funded. It should also be managed and run in as efficient a manner as possible. If
services need to be re-organized or suspended because they no longer offer value for dollar or
there is someone else in the area able to provide that service at a comparable end cost to the
user, that's fine.
We certainly need to maintain services in place right now. I believe there should be less money
however, spent on all the the consulting that happens - could pay someone's salary with that
I support a tax increase in the way of user fees, not everything needs to be super cheap or free
Every year the taxes go up with no enhanced services. It always appears as though they go up
just to maintain it. The city should invest in Cornwall Transit to ensure proper coverage EVERY
DAY, and not just Monday to Saturday.
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Appendix D: Comments for the question, do you feel it is better to spend on
infrastructure now or defer it.
Sell excess land not in use, eg Bob Turner land, make employees pay for parking including
police and fire
I do believe there are things that require emidiate attention and should be done in a timely
manner. However I look at this as a home owner and think there are things I must do and there
are things that I would like to do and do I have the financial means to do what I would like to do.
Get rid of the existing Cornwall that does nothing.
If you defer you apply the principle "save now, pay ten times later"
I think the city should invest in new facilities for many of their buildings. Example: City hall,
Fire station, Police station, Public works
use the suggested savings above to help cover the costs
I moved to Cornwall from Vancouver because it is an affordable, quiet and lovely community. I
believe in upkeep on infrastructure but feel the Mayor and Council should be more proactive in
looking for alternative ways to subsidize these costs. Perhaps younger, newer council members
need to be elected in to showcase the attractiveness to new businesses for Cornwall.
Just not a big increase!
Aggressive tendering and project management needs to be implemented.
We had moved to Cornwall almost 5 years ago from a larger City near Toronto. When I told a
friend of our move, he said the smell from the Domtar plant would be a problem. That, as we
know is not a problem. My point is: Infrastructure maintenance must be current, effective and
communicated to attract people to live and visit Cornwall
Please invest in what we have now, not what may be. get on top of the backlog ASAP.
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Most necessary City infrastructure maintenance projects are long overdue.
must be maintained!
Material cost are always increasing, bite the bullet now and invest.
City does not need new vehicles every year.
I believe the city should operate businesses, with the profits going towards the maintenance
costs and growth of our city, while helping to reduce the taxes that we pay.
Sewage
treatment could be changed to instead create a biogas that we could turn a profit from.
Underground greenhouses are slowly catching on and are a great way to help grow food all
year with drastically reduced costs of a traditional greenhouse, and providing fresher food to our
community. There are a lot of changes, investments that we can make for our future and the
sooner we start, the better for our children and grandchildren.
Part of city tax as suggested of 1/4 of a percent should be used for this however I do believe
taxes should not any higher than cost of living increases after
I've lived what happens if "you let it go and wait". No. Do the work now.
better to maintain than let the infrastructure deteriorate to the point of having replace at a higher
cost
just maintain what we have, Infrastructure upgrades should be funded from all levels of
government, Buy local.
Infrastructure maintenance must be maintained in order to cut cost later
divide over a 10 year
I think that money can be spent if not wasted elsewhere. There is no need for an increase.
There is a need for a review of waste elsewhere.
Lets address the issues now. Hire more staff if we need to.
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If we don't deal with infrastructure maintenance now, we end up having to often completely
rebuild or tear apart existing infrastructure or spending a lot more to fix or replace it later on.
The city must have a infrastructure maintenance plan and they should stick to it.
One must not forget that it takes more than good roads and sewers to make a community. A
community without good recreation, parks, and well maintained outdoor activities is not much of
a community.
Not to pay for a new public Works yard at 34 million...
Cut as suggested earlier and gradually upgrade our infrastructure but don't aim for a Cadillac
version such as a new Public Works building.
Spend on needed maintenance now but let everyone catch up a bit before spending to deter
later cost.
Taking inflation into account, it would make sense to try and catch up now as things will become
more costly in the future and will likely need more work done if let go. However there needs to
be a balance to ensure we do not raise costs so high that nobody can afford them... this wont be
able to be fixed and caught up on over night.
this is where the money should go more offten
The city is wasting money, did the stone work really need to be redone in front of the old jail?
again we should get help from provincial and federal governments
Infrastructure has to be the focus but one to the benefit of the citizens, not just the businesses
that line the Brookdale avenue corridor. The city has a number of neighborhoods that need
focus
But choose the most urgent jobs and gradually do the work to keep ahead of major costs and to
not cause huge tax increases.
too much planing programs maybe put them all together and have one cost.
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No choice, past bad decisions have led to a big problem, just don't have the current department
involved please. I bring you back to 9th and McConnell.
n this area I would like to see the city asking for many bids but from Ontario. Some costs are
just way out from space
You should only spend what you have and you cannot take what does not belong to you by
calling it a tax. There should be tax decreases of 1 % each year for the next 5 years to offset the
increases of the past.
It's only going to hurt us in the end if we don't do it now. Look at all the water main breaks this
year alone
I agree as long as the Funds from the sale of the Cornwall Electric are left untouched....
Previous councils did a good thing for this Community years ago when they passed bylaw to
invest and only spend interests...
Cut the extras like parks etc and devote savings to this area
Maintenance is importance so that larger problems are not created but not maintaining what we
already have in Cornwall.
Bills don't go away they just get bigger ... If taxes were to be cut the problems would just get
bigger and bigger and never get done ..
If we keep cutting taxes we will just have to pay out the nose for it later. Better to increase them
now bit by bit and get things done in the city, than to let everything fester until it has to get done
(and we have no money to do it)
This is scary! The taxpayer and city for that matter fails to appreciate the dangers of compound
growth interns if expenditure for capital replacement and infrastructure and the sky high
salaries.
Should have been done all along, but politician want to get re-elected so they don't want to do it.
But we are going to pay for a project on Montreal Road for student housing, that is not your
business.
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Water and sewers need to be addressed now. If it means a slight increase now then we need to
do it. Its time council and management cut waste. Thin down departments, hold salaries.
Absolutelu NO increase to Council salaries. If they are here for the money..then get out. Take
the laptops and cell phones away..pagers can be used or they use their own phones etc. Do not
tell us they dont have them. These perks are waste.
you have to do something each year to enhance / continue to grow infrastructure if we do not
maintain the current systems they will fail and cost many millions more than fixing the problems
in advance. Not to mention lowers the city's liability in the event of a major event I.E. Walkerton
Almost 1/10 a billion dollars in backlog? The municipality does not seem in that much dismay.
I'm sure at least 2 million could be shaved off and put into the library.
Contracting out some services can help reduce costs
You need infrastructure, balance. That being said priorities have to be set so taxes don't rise.
Reduce the amount of buildings the city owns.
make a plan
any capital project , before it begins, should have a maintain equation built into the budget. See
comments related to excessive # of buildings.
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Appendix E: Comments for the question, “In addition to the property taxes you
currently pay, would you support a dedicated 1% increase in property taxes to
specifically fund the rehabilitation of City assets and infrastructure?”.
No more increase!!! Cornwall's taxes are high enough!!! Manage it differently...
For the next 10 years? Do you withdraw from this fund during the 10 years? Are you building up
a fund and then use only the proceeds? Will the 1% disappear after the 10 years?
Who would realistically say "yes, please raise my taxes"?
The activity is important, but a good government is not the one that does more with more
money, but the one that does more with less.
more specificity
Property/Water taxes are high enough. City council need to move toward finding new ways to
fund the rehabilitation of City assets and infrastructure. Otherwise taxes continue to escalate
while council debates!
The City must exhaust all possibilities before raising property taxes. The City thinks they have,
but I believe they have not explored every detail, turned over every rock to come up with the
money they need to fund this rehabilitation infrastructure program.
I would if I could be assured that the 1% would ONLY be spent on infrastructure but Council
votes to spent dedicated money on items they were not intended for.
Find the necessary funds for the rehabilitation of City assets and infrastructure by reducing City
personnel costs.
Neglect and scrimping doesn't work in the long run.
such as?
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Anything I've said should be reduced is because I believe that we have zero accountability and
spend way too much on labour and or out sourcing products and services at ridiculous prices.
Simply because of political affiliations or personal relations. We need to get more out of every
dollar spent and stop asking for more taxes to compensate for lazy people.
As I said before1/4%
I also know about the $250,000 the city promised to the new dormitory for St. Lawrence College
and then used it to avoid a tax increase...and that they readily admitted their fault.
Hell no we pay some of the highest property taxes in Ontario for the city we live in. It's a rip-off
as it is.
But be open on what's being done. And address the issues that prevent businesses from
coming here. Many stories on council , permits fees etc being through the roof!!!! Smarten up!
There's not much left in cornwall
Absolutely!
Should be done within the budget
Property taxes are too high for a community of this size as it is. There is a need for a reduction,
not increase
Lets address the issues now. Hire more staff if we need to.
I am sure that this amount can easily be offset by savings in Operating costs. We need to take a
longer view with budgets than the next election.
But reduce the Emergency Services Budget. Too much tax dollars are being taken out the
budget to pay foe these services....
I believe the 1% is required but cannot say I am trusting of the process that would maintain the
funds
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Why, this is just a blank cheque? Remember the $90,000 lights comments???
I think it would be worth it now in the long run
I think the city h as had its share of dollars and if anything the communities close to it could use
a little extra.
definitely not. I pay more then my share of taxes in this city.
to repair existing structures not new sidewalks or bicycle lanes that are not needed or used
not nice having to water
if only in acct. of it's own .Not general funds . not where it can be ease to shift to a pet project !
City assets!! The city really needs to wrap there head around what's an asset and what's not
we pay enough taxes. in my case every thing around me goes up in price except my wages or
pension. if we battled all government waste i am sure our taxes would go down big time. raising
taxes in any level of government is not a solution.look at the waste waste waste.
Taxes too high as it is. Review and change in other spending, such as elimination of funding
private agencies/festivals. Take this money to address infrastructure
1% for this and 1% for that. We only make so much money. Can't spend it all on our taxes that
just keep getting more expensive. We know that we can't defer it and if it breaks we can't put off
the fix but we just can't keep raising our taxes. We need better planning.
I pay WAY too much municipal taxes for too little services. This is the most tax I've ever paid in
any city I've ever lived in, for the least amount of services. I'm sure that the monies collected
can be rearranged to cover all that is needed; it's probably not handled properly and the city
management is "top-heavy" anyway.
Probably less than 1% but an increase definitely. 0.5% maybe?
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The city needs to review spending, before reaching into my pockets for more.
Not specific enough about where the money is going and why this increase if other
areas/departments will cause an increase in taxes.
An increase in taxes is the cost of living! IF you don't increase taxes incrementally, we are
essentially REDUCING services. Council needs to be taught this...
cut expenses instead of raising taxes if some of this work must be done
We pay enough as it is
Yes but unfortunately with this city, they will waste it all and we won't see any impr
Do your job and budget accordingly.
this should have never happened.
Taxes are to high, you take enough of my money, heck I'd like bacon too you know.
As a renter, I do not pay property taxes.
You can not go from year to year and not raise taxes, that would be suicide
My taxes have risen year after year. I think the city really needs to look at how much they are
paying people especially in the perks. If residents have to tighten their belts so should city
officials and big wigs
Cut the waste first, you will get more than 1 % from waste alone.
Just do an effective and efficient job with the capital that you have.
Only if it is a dedicated fund not being able to be reallocated by grimy left wing proposals
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Isn't that what I'm paying for now?
1% is not enough if the money was used properly ... Drop the taxes down the road after the
work has been completed ...
I'd rather have 1% now to refil the coffers then end up with a 10% raise in the future to try and
pay catch up.
You need to budget better. How many city employees and officials are on the sunshine list?
Why does it take 5 years to fix the intersection of 9th and McConnell? Are your planners mental
midgets? If you arent planning to maintain or replace the infrastructure and assets you have
now, what have you been doing? Why are all your Police Constables making double salaries
and on the sunshine list?
Use savings (recommended in this survey) in other budgets to invest in infrastructure and
economic development and tourism.
Only for existing assets and infrastructure.
On the condition that BIG changes happen internally to manage this attitude of I deserve it
nonsense.
Apply for provincial and federally funded infrastructure grants
More can be done with a slight increase to have a strong ROI down the road.
senior governments have to subsidize this more
I am in support of the idea but believe there is currently 1% of waste sitting in the budgets as
they exist which should be used to maintain infrastructure.
I would support a 1% increase only if all of that one percent would totally be dedicated to
infrastructure rehabilitation and nothing else.
0.25 % maybe but not 1%! That's another 1000 a year!
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and perhaps 2-3%. Not take from reserves to keep taxes increase lower such as reserves from
brownfield.
Find the required funds through more effective use of tax dollars....Changes are required....
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Appendix F: Comments for question, “Do you feel you are getting good value for
your money from your property taxes?”.
Police and Fire budgets are out of control, we must ruduce cots and shift work to other city
depatrments to avoid duplication ie purchasing, hr etc
I feel out taxes are way too high therefore cuts should be made...or better accountability!
Diminishing our number of aldermen or women by two should be considered...
We need to have reserve money buildup to maintain and keep upgrading infrastructure now
and not just patch it up. This would be less expensive in the long run.
Would like to see what % of the service of the top 6 goes to salaries
Protective services- fire and EMS budgets should be increased Police is high enough
I did not buy a home in the right area. I can't get over the different care and treatment from one
neighborhood to another! Cornwall seems to be dying before our very eyes, stores leaving,
waterfront which has nothiong to attract tourist and resident dollars etc etc
I think 20% of the people are doing 80% of the work. We need regular accountability for hours
paid. We also need to do a better job of watching who spends our tax dollars and should do
regular audits to make sure they're getting the best bang for our dollar.
We pay very high taxes in Cornwall. We need to maintain services and in some cases enhance
services but I think there are a lot of saving that could be made without raising taxes. Cornwall
is a low income area. Most of us just can't afford to pay any more.
Planning and development of new sub-divisions is almost a free for all. No parks (playground or
relaxation) observed; mature trees raised instead of including trees in design. Vacant lots not
maintained by developers (overgrown with weeds etc)
The road floods all winter. There have been 7 accidents at the corner due to a lack of a stop
sign. The park is neglected and there is no traffic control.
Not at all!!!!!!
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i am being taxed out of my house, taxpayers need a break, Stop the bells and whistles,
To much money spent on outside analysis while we pay a groupe of engeneer that could do the
job as well
Fire and police taxes are too high.
there has been a steady increase in taxes and a decrease in services. I do not pay taxes so it
can support private community agencies, services or festivals. There is a need for a complete
review of the current services to determine where changes can be made, including eliminating
excess management not staff. This is where the waste seems to be
It seems that there are a lot of projects that residents ask council for, council defers to the
experts (department heads/engineers/consultants) and then even though the report does not
support the project expense council decides to proceed anyways.
Compared to other communities of our size, we get good value services. In particular, our water
taxes are insanely low...the city could investigate changing the water tax calculation to match
with usage. This would be a cost-saving and waste-reduction strategy all at once.
Generally yes. However as the City goes through their budget deliberations there seems to be
too much discussions about which programs to cut as opposed to ensuring the managers of the
programs are spending money efficiently. This process should extend the budget period crunch.
For the most part, Yes. The City has many hard working employees but many decisions are
made without the valued input of these professionals
Tighten up, control waste, try implementing some of the earlier suggestions if possible???
Police is so high but they work hard so I'll let it slide. Next on the list is fire, let's get some money
back there and keep some of them off the sunshine list
I would feel more like that if when calling for an issue I didn't get a run around and I didn't have
to take my two little dogs out in their own yard with a broom in my hand to keep neighbour hood
dogs from attacking them.
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Absolutely not!!! And I am concerned that city employees are some if the highest wage earners
in this community!
I don't 100% agree with where/how its all being distributed but over all its okay.
Currently in a better situation than previously.
the city taxes are to high you need tp save money like you said you would do in last election.
You have an increase with municipal assessment and that is all that should be required.
i think is somewhat fair but i am sure there is room for improvement.
For a community this size, the tax rate is excessively high. Also, the average taxpayer who
does not use even 10% of the services is typically the one footing the bill. Typically this is the
person ignored when a request for service goes in. In terms of surveys, there should be one
solely for the taxpayer, with the bi-annual bills so you could better understand how one feels.
There is definately a need to rein in management expenses, the number of managers and put
more focus into service and less into what is currently going on. Comparing to other
communities is justification;making changes to better serve the taxpayer-that is progress.
Police and fire services are incredibly high. Not sure why fire, paramedics and police need to
respond to all calls. Talk about overdoing it.
For the most part, yes. There's always room for improvement, though.
See previous comments.
I feel that the tax rate for my house's assessment is too high.
Somewhat
police and fire increase are out of control........... review if other departments effiency/waste
should be done and wages compare to the private sector....... cut all cost for outside agencies
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We need fewer councillors. They all have different opinions which is important for all sides of an
issue however their own personal differences and needs, wants interfere with providing
objective opinions. Too much chest beating between them. Fewer would be more efficient.
I was a city worker. I spent years as a temp and even though I was the hardest worker in my
area, I had to quit because I couldn't get hours. I hear this story over and over again from
cornwall employees. It's disgusting that good workers have to leave the city because of
mismanagement and terrible union agreements that treat the temps like they are irrelevant
City management does not appear to be very good at financial stewardship.
Fire an police at Toronto rates we cant afford plus we don't have the same type of fires or
crimes.
Basically paying a bylaw officer to come all summer and bitch about various aspects of our new
deck/fence. Great value. Not.
Less social housing.
Taxes are too high. But you need a not really section.
Come winter time, roads and sidewalks need to get cleaned much faster than they are now.
Snow storms are known, just get ready for them instead of waiting at the last minute.
I say no because I see so many houses in really bad shape, and as soon as 4pm comes along
the city changes and does worse because everyone knows they can get away with it,
Taxes are too high for the services provided.
Too much is allocated to consultants whereas we have engineers etc. on staff who are capable
of making those decisions. No need to outsource everything.
Property taxes are quite high in the City of Cornwall
In some cases it is good in others not so much
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wake up when the tax payer is subsidizing adult sports or ice time get real a marina that only the
rich useit get real a transit system that I for one don't even know what a inside of a bus looks
like get real when the tax payer pays mony back to corporation because of reassessment on
property tell to take there warehoses else where again time to get real
Friends in Ottawa pay less taxes on a higher assessment with more parks, rec centers,
services, etc etc
The way our water taxes are calculated is ridiculous. We are two in a semi and pay more than
large homes with 5 people... calculated on # of faucets ect... we use less water!
I pay a lot of taxes. The most upsetting one is the "what it" fund fire dept. Over worked, yeah
right. They all have second jobs. Time to reign that union in, cause we can't afford those
heroes anymore.
very poor administration, backroom deals, how big is our legal bills ?
Cornwall property taxes are too high.
The municipal government should not be competing with private daycares and old folks homes.
I should see only a handful of city employees making over 100k a year and to see the entire
police force make 100k+ is disgusting. Libraries went out in the year 2000, you need to scale
that back. Social Spending is a bottomless pit. The more you reward people to be in the position
they are in, the harder it will be to get them off it. Taxes are there to provide the nuts and bolts
and asphalt it takes to run a city, not to save people from their own life decisions and certainly
not to babysit your kids or your grandparents.
Why was ZERO not an option when being asked to allocate the $100. This is wrong as u
suggest all resposndents will allocate minimum 10% to all causes.
We have far too many people acting as unofficial social workers (police, fire, paramedics).
costs have increased, services have been limited.
Again too much spent on police, fire, trucks cars employees and outside agencies
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ours are too high for having no sewer, water , sidewalks, firehydrant, beside a fill dumping
grounds and a trailer court on the other side. I will be sending in a form this december.
We pay too much due to the fact that we're in an "upscale" part of Cornwall but we all receive
the same services. We are often one of the last streets to get plowed out during a snowstorm.
If I'm paying higher property taxes, we should have services first or else it should be reduced.
Outrageous !!!!!!!!
Cost of Prpoperty and water taxes have steadily increased without any additional and/or even
maintenance in evidence for my residential area
More efficiencies can be found without increasing taxes. It should be put back to the highly paid
managers to find efficiencies within their respective areas of responsibilities.
I feel that there is a lot of waste within the City. Very little human value added to the City by City
programs... If it wasn't for family living here, I would no reason to be here. It seems like all the
City of Cornwall does is the bare minimum to keep the place from falling apart. It would be nice
to see the City doing something more to make this place a better place to live, a better place to
raise a family and a place to be proud of. The City of Cornwall has a bad reputation on a
national scale and all the City seems to be doing about it is hoping that people forget and
encouraging the Hockey Team. Try showing the world that we know that we have problems;
there are poor people who live here, we used to be a factory town, we used to have high sexual
assault here, but were working on those issues. Show the world that we are aware of our
problems and that we're working to do something about those problem and make this place
better. The Status quo can't continue.
I believe that we overly allocate our funds to Fire and Police services. The elevated salaries v.s.
the scale and danger of the public threat makes no sense to me. Now that the fire department is
on 24h shifts Many fire fighters have second jobs as they barely have to work at the fire hall. Yet
they make over 100K/year. In my opinion the focus should be placed on child and elderly care
as well as infrastructures.
Reduce fire and police costs.
cost to much for fire service
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there is an apathy for change. Continued ongoing excuses such as arbitrators ruling are
outside the scope of the city. Which result in the same staffing levels getting more and more
money. If you can't fix one part of the equation work on the other components.
Not at this time - I understand the necessity of keeping taxes in line with homeowners' abilities
to pay, but I feel the monies could be better allocated. I also think it is important to maintain a
reserve fund for unanticipated expenses.
old water services. 4inch water mains. tree root infiltration in sewer.
Live out of town
I think so much of our tax dollars are wasted on useless meetings and red tape because of
bureaucracy that some of our money could be better spent if less time was wasted by this.
Fire Services' is holding the City hostage with their excessive salaries
No, only because so much needs to be improved on yet held back because politicians are afraid
of losing votes and would rather stay with the status quo
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Appendix G: Comments for Police Services
Costs are out of control Send work to City Finance and HR dep'ts Consider OPP
It seems to be very high!
It is not necessary to reduce service to reduce cost. Reduce cost not service.
Try to reduce some of the vacant building in the city.eg the one between Pitt and Sydney on
first street and the old Curling building
Maintain the service but curtail the budget. What does it take to reduce the $530 to $500?
Almost of the budget! It may be reduced a bit, Cornwall is not a police city; and there is also
RCMP that covers the city.
large call volume, dangerous job, high stress
Many of the Cornwall residents are retired and living on a fixed income. The mayor and council
need to do more to bring in $ rather than on the backs of its citizens.
I would like more speed control by cars. Please consider reducing maximum speed from 50km
to 40 km per hour.
Special programs costing too much should be cut. Program should be created to relieve police
of sitting at hospital to allow them to get back on the road.
We have lived in Cornwall four years and are surprized that for a 'depressed' City, the crime rate
is very low. We would like to see this service enhanced to strive for continued / improved
results.
regrettably council has NO say in the police budget
More of a street presence would help.
These are important people, they protect and serve and maintain the safety of our community.
Way out of proportion with other services.
The Officers need additional resources to protect the citizens
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More police presence in the East end is needed. This is the poor end of town, so I've been
hearing. That is why we see very few patrols. ??
Enhanced to attract new businesses and more population.
Way too much drug use in Cornwall which equals more crime
city should get price from OPP for policing a number of members elected this term said they
would reduce taxes they have not
find out how much money OPP will cost you said at the last election you would save money
when will you start
What are we paying now?
Police Don,t think accidents home break in sand bike safety is a priority and the public to do all
reporting themselves so police budget should be reduced by a percentage for every time they
don't do the job
no comment
Need significant improvement in traffic control
More police presence in traffic would be ideal to stop people from driving through stop signs and
red lights.
For the service we receive reduced
my opinion is based on crime reduction, more bylaw officers at half the cost. Quit allowing
unions to wag the dog.
Too much low level crime occurring that breeds mistrust in the community and towards the
police service
Policing costs cannot continue to increase. There has to be a limit set and it's time to get tough.
I feel that, although this service should be maintained, the expenses should be reduced in
keeping with the City of Cornwall's expenses.
we should have to pay retention , that would reduce the budget. If they get retention.
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If we have 30,000 residential properties in the city, that would be $15,9000,000.00 income. This
does not include commercial properties. (Old Domtar Lot)
Taken over by provincial police services
there needs to be a better focus on service within budget
The chief could be told to reduce the operating expenses by a reasonable percentage, say 5%
and to manage the reductions in such a way that it would not reduce safety or other score cards
that measure the effectiveness of CPS. Regardless of what people think there are inefficiencies
in every workplace. The Chief would then be measured by his success.
The City should request an OPP costing to determine the overall efficiency of the existing
delivery mechanism
Ask for a quote from the OPP.
Too many police have second jobs!
More needs to be done about the aggressive driving situation in the City. It is completely out of
control. If the problem is that the CCPS doesn't have the $ to pay the manpower it needs to
grab the bull by the horns, then we need to find the $.
The police services budget is already extensive. The police budget itself needs to be improved
to create more efficient processes resulting in cost reductions.
In order to increase services to the community
service should be maintained at a reduced cost It is at the point we can't maintain our Police
service because of the increased costs
I find the police are no where to be found on day to day issues like traffic violations
salaries should not be the same as in big cities where the cost of living is much higher.
Reduction needed in senior staff/speciality posts and more should be put on the roadmanagement change needed
Community patrol? I don't remember the last time I saw a police car pulling over a bad driver.
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This is getting out of control. Rather than police social issues, we should be trying to put
resources towards social economics rather than establishing a force to deal with the issues of
poor social economics. & REDUCE OVERTIME!!!!!!!
this item's cost is out of control over the past years, nobody gets increases police services get in
the private sector
Not clear: what is the amount of the increase?
if we had app then all communities would chip in and help cover the cost instead of Cornwall
footing the whole bill. This would bring our police service cost down. Get rid of Cornwall police
Police budget is out of control. It's been for years. Time for the city to face the reality and be
honest themselves that this is true.
communication with citizens is poor. they no longer respond to accidents. let the other police
forces rcmp ccbs opp etc get the cig smugglers
I am in the Maintain/enhance category. As long as it benefits the city and our inhabitants, I am
okay with tax increases.
Wish we saw more patrol on the streets.
Cost per capita is way out of hand
Hardly see police on the street enforcing laws on running lights speeding, distracted driving.
Improper use of flashers (no use) Yielding to stops to name a few
There is a lot of money not being collected from distracted drivers ...
Cornwall taxpayers cannot not afford Ottawa salaries.
An immediate hiring freeze. Big savings, we cannot afford the status quo.
Top heavy in admin. OPP fines etc which happens on Hwy. 401 within city limits should by
city's.
Get your police officers off the sunshine list and hire more officers instead of paying double
salaries in overtime. Incompetent, weak leadership, thats all it is.
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We need to explore the biggest cost drivers and how they fit into the CCPS business plan. The
increase is not sustainable as salaries compounding at $100k is far more dangerous than at
$60-70-80k. This liability will grow exponentially and it needs to be reigned in. How much money
is being spent on court time for minor offences? How much is being spent on outreach and what
value is it bringing. I believe we need CCPS Ambassadors (less pay etc)in schools and perhaps
change recruitment to include the potential requirement to give 500hrs prior to applications.
Time to think strategically about this.
OPP should manage police services
I wish I knew total taxes and see what propertion the Police takes from it. However, based on
the facts listed here, the amount seems reasonable
Residents keep getting hit year and year while police and fire budgets keep going up. I see City
vehicles that are so luxurious and overboard that makes me cringe....and way too many
employees over all... very very disappointed with the current council including the mayor.
Salaries are not proportional to duties performed
The crime in this town is under control.
An increase to social services could reduce the need for some of the services Police Services
provide that isn't directly related to crime prevention
Need to better organize manpower and issues..
volunteer neighborhood watch patrols should be set up to compensate for diminished services.
a large portion of crime prevention is inappropriately assigned or duplicated. Less expensive
personnel should be used for activities not directly attributed to responding to calls. The
supervisory structure is top heavy, and there is a lot of capital assets which are not with in the
scope of the work.
officers per capita
this is NOT a major city like Ottawa or Toronto.we should NOT be paying the same rates for
police services as those major cities. we don't have the major crimes or the street gangs.
I look at other salaries of police officers across our nation which includes provincial and federal
levels like our OPP and RCMP and there is no reason our local police should be making more
then them at least not for a city our size and how they respond to certain calls.
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I believe we are over policed.
By managing police services in partnership with the OPP...it's time to make some serious
changes but ensure services are maintained.....The silos need to be removed
More traffic control. The lack of respect for rules and laws is causing many dangerous
situations.
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Appendix H: Comments for Fire Services
Consider some volunteer staff or Auxillary staff to reduce costs
It seems to be high...
Budget must be reduced
Reduce just a bit. Important work, but there are other sectors trailing.
so many fire her ein cornwall i feel the service should be enhanced!
HQ station located on 4th requires many amenities to meet health and safety regulations, it's
extremely behind its time. No proper training grounds. It's extremely inefficient with its heating
and cooling cost. The station does not not have proper storage for extra equipment. The station
is also pourly located. With the growing rates of resisdentail buildings in the north end of the city
response times are far to long.
Firefighters risk their lives daily and for less than a dollar a day we deserve the best staffing and
equipment available. Training facility much needed
It's important to me to have a good fire protection. Fast service is essential.
compared to police and paramedics the numbers tell the tale. majority of calls are not fire
related but related to grunt work for the highly trained paramedics
Same as previous comments. Mayor and Council need to develop better networks in order to
bring in new businesses into Cornwall. Not rely on citizens to cover the expenses.
Fire service should become voluteer hybrid model similar to Quinte West model.
Enhanced to ensure this service can meet the demands of a developing / growing City
Can we not have the FD doing inspections of rental housing on a yearly basis for safety - this is
done in cities in California - in an effort to prevent fires - definitely a problem we are seeing here.
Firefighters save lives and property. If you don't know who to call in a crisis - you call the fire
department. Plain and simple!!
We can't sustain this expense, no matter how good the service, which is excellent. (Volunteers,
join forces with counties etc.)
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we need volunteer firefighters that live in city I heard that Long Sault firefighters had to be
called in because no off duty firefighters available Maybe this will show that there is something
wrong. Is it the 24 hour shift. I have done a couple and I felt it for days later.
The fire service could go to the same model as Kingston with minimal full time staff and a
volunteer section as well. It would be interesting to see out of the 5-6 incidents per day, how
many are for fires and how many are for medical emergencies?
need volunteer fire fighters They proved there is something wrong No news reports They work
24 hour shifts I think you should try to have a 24 hour council meeting. you need to save money
like you said you would do
What are we paying now?
Recommendations were made that will save the city tax payers lots of money and they should
be considered. The recent report indicated that we have a lot more firefighters than necessary
and living too far from the city. If this isn't changed, we should have acknowledge that our
house insurance deserves a break in this area for fire coverage.
They do much such as responding to health calls paramedics are always firstresponderscalling
fire out for these calls is a waste of resources
I've seen an increase in the number of "accidental", "caused by idiots" fires. We need the extra.
Supplement force with volunteer fire personnel. Reduce full time fire personnel.
Fire control is more of the norm, when a life has been saved in the past, it is often a citizen or
paramedics, to much duplication.
Certainly don't cut this service!
This costs continue to increase and there has to be a limit
we should have to pay retention , that would reduce the budget. If they get retention. why they
on 24 hour , I don't like paying people to sleep .
You don't provide the number of calls per year, like you did for police. How busy is fire
compared to the other emergency services?
Firefighters wages and benefits are totally out of control!!
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$7,680,000.00 from residential plus commercial which should be even higher due to value.
Residential is fast retired home owners on fixed income and the business sector must pay their
own way.
Keep fire fighters in their own field and do not try to overtake other services. Furthermore they
should live within city boundaries.
The cost of the fire department is getting out hand for this city. We are not large municipalities
that they are basing their salaries off of. It's not equal work for equal pay. If this applies to the
fire department then it should be applied to other departments. The possibility of a composite
fire department or part time seems more in line with the needs of the community.
Transforming this service to a volunteer model, only keeping a skeleton crew of full time
employees would save the city tens of thousands of dollars a year
Are those 5-6 incidents per day actually fire related? Or are they attending medical calls of
which our Paramedics are capable of handling? How many of those 5-6 incidents were they
cancelled off of prior to arriving but still arrived anyways?
there needs to be a review of what other work firefighters can do on down time that would be to
the benefit of the community. A full review is needed or perhaps a review of pay scale based on
work- different rate depending on if actual call or not
Although there may be a short term investment for training, a pool of part time firefighters should
be hired perhaps two or three for each of the four platoons. Currently there are 14 FF per shift
and when less than 10 are available FFs are brought in on overtime. This would save a
minimum of 50% of this type of overtime as the PTFF would be at regular rates and initially at
least they would be at a lower paid classification. This would also increase the pool of FF
available for major events and allow management to get a good look at potential permanent
employees.
Fire services are excessively expensive. The City should start the process of a composite
department.
Very expensive for a city this size! Seems we have a lot of fires and equipment is called out for
non-fire events. Property Standards need to step up and clean up a myriad of deficiencies. It
starts there!!!
REDUCED!!!!! IMO they are paid too much. Do too little. For our city we should not be giving
away money like this. 24 hour shifts? That should be enough to show how 'hard' they work.
Save the money for police, EMS, library...
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Way too many firemen have second jobs and THAT must be stopped. Too many on the
sunshine list for attending to very few fires
over paid 24 hour shift is dangerous according to a recent study ,need volunteer firemen it
works in Timmins Why pay somebody 90,000 or more to clean up oil or antifreeze spills
This budget should be enhanced to offset increased costs of first responder needs.
should be doing other jobs, maintaining fire hydrants should be also become para/fire units and
be able to transport patients. We need to reduce costs like you said you would do in last
election
would like to know how many hours fireman spend fighting fires.
There should be a reduction of staff, consider part time for high peak periods and the fire
department should be responsible for other tasks during down time. There should also be a
penalty for those officers doing private business work on the city's time
Well paid for cornwall Would not hurt to hold the line for a few years,go with no increases
Lots of people would like a job like this where you are Givin Cost of living raises with a little
extra,forgot to say this to the police also,hold the raises
The nightly BBQ's smell great
Cornwall should be 50% volunteer firefighters.. No reason for nearly every member of Fire
Services to be paid over $100'000 to work 2 days a week.
this item's cost is out of control over the past years, nobody gets increases fire services get in
the private sector
fire service is very important can not do much with this to save money
It's disgusting what these guys make! Yes I say guys because I have yet to see a woman hired
Time for the city to look at volunteer services. These guys are overpaid for what they actually
do. Greed, and arbitration is out of control.
With the growing number of older rentals, the fire department should be reviewing buildings to
ensure that landlords and homeowners alike have the proper fire and CO2 detectors installed. If
this requires more funding then more funding should be provided.
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Fire staff should use their idle time to inspect all rental income homes for compliance and install
fire prevention devices then include the cost in taxes for non compliance.
Wish we didn't hear about Firemen going home during their paid shift.
The need for FIRE fighters has reduced, the cost to maintain their salary and equipment is too
high for the amount of quality needed work they do.
With the increase of medical calls, money should be redirected to the paramedic services.
Actual house fires are down, so these 5-6 incidents a day are mostly false alarms or medical
assists. We should be looking at decreasing the amount of Full Time Firefighters and look at a
hybrid Full Time/Volunteer model. It is a waste of money having them sitting doing nothing (I
realize they do training in their downtime - but really how much do you need) or trying to steal
Paramedic Jobs by trying to do more then they need to (I.e Narcan - not required as a FF skill we have highly trained Paramedics for that) Stop listening to the fear mongering the fire
association likes to peddle around.
They should shift to 3 shifts of 8hrs to stay fresh. We shouldn't pay for them to sleep. More so
they are usually to busy building houses as well. Put them back to work or reign in the wages.
same as Police....
If city always obliged to settle compensation by arbitration, look to possibility of having
volunteers
Ordinary Firefighters should not be on the sunshine list. Poor management.
I think of this often and it ties into the police budget. 30yrs ago you called the fire dept when
there was a fire or an ambulance when you need medical attention. Now I see multiple vehicles
with multiple personnel showing up and it makes no sense. This needs to syop immediately as I
don't believe there is any value in the current model.
Fire services should be regionalized and costs cut.
maintain fire service, withdrawal from EMT assistance
Way too high. And I don't understand having a chief and firefighters that lives way, and I mean
WAY OUTSIDE city limits.
Prevention and scheduling of services could reduce the overtime component of this service
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Should be going with basic platoon on staff and have volunteer firefighters for call in paid
accordingly.. Firefighters are overpaid for a City this size.
Fire Master Plan should be implemented in its entirety.
Fire trucks not needed to accompany every ambulance service call.
There should be less Firefighters and integrate more volunteers firefighters. This is not the City
of Toronto or Montreal where they have fires on a daily basis. They shouldn't have the same
pay scale.
Move to a hybrid system. Have one person per fire truck and have them drive to the fire. All
volunteers would meet at the fire. Eliminate the 24 hour shifts. What a dream job "working" 7
shifts a month where I can sleep on the job.
what is really required? With the pays and equipment climbing each year we can not afford a
staffing this large. 5-6 incidents a day...hahahah. Time on task and what are the incidents.
Smoke and mirrors!
There are two many firefighters employed. The mandate of council should address the priority
of prevention which means, suppression should have a reducing number of workers. Council
should address the mandated staffing levels and consider other models. Paying firefighters to
sleep is offensive.
those incidents are misleading because they are "first responders". in a truly bad situation, EMS
takes over. the staff could be cut in half and the rest made up of a volunteer force.
More training!!!!!! I know there are many good people on our force but sadly I didn't meet them
when I had a small chimney fire. I seemed to know more about what needed to be done then
they did.
Should be in part with on call volunteer who would get paid as they are called in
Look towards a regional approach to fire services...for the size of our population we can provide
services to our neighbors without adding staff....yet another silo
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There are very few production facilities such as mills and factories in Cornwall today. I believe
we are slightly overstaffed and it is not fair to taxpayers that a person who is lucky enough to get
a job as a firefighter in Cornwall receives equal pay as a firefighter in Toronto. The cost of living
is considerably higher in Toronto. Add in to that a retention pay and it is ludicrous. Why would
anybody leave Cornwall where there is no industry and no highrises.
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Appendix I: Comments for Parks and Recreation
10% staff reduction
What would be the impact if $224 would be brought back to $200?
Too many flowers not enough proper road repair.
Parks are important. Some of the money should go into encouraging children to actually play in
parks.
for a person with children parks are important
this can be reduced through attrition
Great tree planting this year! More needed along city streets: second east, Montreal Road. More
benches along the bike path from east to west, including the old canal. They are most
welcomed to serve as a rest stop, or a pause to enjoy the views. Area west of Brookdale, old
canal should be developed for recreational purposes, at least tie in Brookdale to the west of
Riverdale. (We do enough for hockey!)
This service should be enhanced to be the 'leader' / the place to go entertainment.
The health of the public is directly linked to outdoor facilities and programs.
In order to attract more businesses and population our city needs to improve its programs and
particular do more improvements to waterfront to attract more population and businesses
We need a Seniors Community Centre
Too many small parks, not enough use of the water front
Need to contract out more grass cutting we need to save money
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we need a private public partnership to do this you show that there is something wrong.
Contract out grass cutting. Council has to start making decisions and quit sitting the fence to
postpone things to the next election
I also believe there are some areas where user pay services can be increased...this should be
looked at by City Council.
Why aren't you telling us what we are paying now?
Again more puplic help is requested to keep things going like the skating rinks more volunteer
who are not paid while city employees cry they need raises
as it is is fine
Services seem adequate
Every child needs to be able to afford minor sports.
I'm sure there are cost savings to be found in this department.
If P and R could have an enhance budget to subsidize and/or offer programming to under
privileged citizens
Bring in user fees and make them equal to the operation expense. We had the complex and put
32mil. plus into the Benson Center. We do not even cover operating expenses let alone
replacement of old equipment. The age of property owner does not meet the number of
expenses this department has, and user fees would tell you who uses the facility and what
percentage of the cost they pay for use. Nothing is free in this world and we can not expect
others to pay our way.
Assign different park to different organization to maintained them and offer a reward to the best
looked after. Furthermore allow a portion of the budget to the organization.
there just needs to be less of a focus on hockey and more on a number of other recreational
activities- most statistics say hockey is decreasing in interest Canada wide
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I would like to see a more capital investments made in parks and recreation. We have lost
many outdoor pools, and although they have been replaced with splashpads, it would have
been nice to see those locations keep the pools.
As always managers should be required to find efficiencies and be measured by their success.
You need more than good roads to make a community and a well run Parks and Rec program
helps with community building.
Way too many city parks! Realign some acreage into development land and get some money
out of it.
Parks and recreation do a fantastic job keeping the city looking very nice and deserve to be
recognised for their work. But I think money needs to be spent in more important areas such as
police and fire and more volunteer or summer student positions to support them.
The city provides excellent parks and recreation services. Costs of recreational facility rentals
high compared to neighbouring municipalities. No need to increase the budget but it should be
maintained. Comment regarding a health and safety issue: There is no bike path or sidewalk
connecting Heritage Place on Tollgate Road West to Cumberland Street. This is a highly
dangerous area for pedestrians and cyclists due to the EDR and current high traffic with
transports and other vehicles. Liability is high.
we need to contract out lawn care for our parks and maintain our recreational trails as you do
with snow removal
experienced poor quality outside pool employees closed the pool too early running around the
pool more important for the ´´supervisor'´ to tan than releive other lifeguard and many more first
time in 15 years I see that called administration not much proffesionalism from her part
Investing in parks and recreation helps keep the city attractive and the people active, healthy
and more engaged socially. Parks and recreation help reduce health care and social services
costs.
I don't see where that much money is needed compared to other services when there is no
apparent improvement
only if it does not put more of a burden on the taxpayer.
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would like to see a focus change to a variety of sports or activities, and less focus on just
hockey
Paying to much fo what we get out of it,most of outdoor pools are gone and splash pads in
place,keeping manpower to minimum.all grass cutting should be sourced out,whereas
competition should keep price down,as it would be net with no benefits to pay
$5000 to put top soil down and seed an area no bigger than 1200 sq ft ???
there is a rink beside my house that is basically unused for 2 years now yet the city spends
several days several people to set up and dismantle each year......how much other waste is
there?????
contract this out this would save a lot of money
More green space is being taken care of with in the City and not enough staff or resources to
keep up
Most of these positions could be phased out and sub contracted at a fraction of the cost
We need more adult based activities in the arts and wellness that are financially accessible to all
Good value.
Would love to see the implementation of a program like the Acces Gatineau card available in
Gatineau - an annual flat fee for access to free swim, skate, intramural sports, or other uses of
city rec infrastructure, etc. for individuals and families.
You have 256 for fire services but parks and recreation 224.....this should be reduced. Think out
of the box, volunteers, reduced hours and so on
There needs to be more of an emphasis on the arts component. Not just music in the park but
also programming where people can participate and interact through the arts. This could be
workshops in various artistic mediums in our community centers and parks. The city does well
with their recreational programming but there needs to be more of a dedicated individual who
can focus on providing arts and culture to the city planning.
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Wasteful spending on cutting healthy trees must be eliminated. Budget annually to remove only
dead trees and spread the cost over many years. Eliminate overstaffing too many arborists,
supervisors, managers on staff. Cut waste not trees, too many arborists, supervisors and
managers.
Wish there was more community experiences. Why not look into planting more gardens
instead of flowers? Too much upkeep time spent on watering the flowers when residents can
take turns taking care of gardens and receiving the benefits of this.
Reduce # of parks and swimming pools, thereby also reducing number of employees who
manage and or take care of them as well as materials required to keep them safe and ready for
use by community, after all population has dropped by more than 3% since last census.
In my opinion the budget should be maintained, although the funding should be shifted less
towards certain areas and more towards areas that attract visitors to our city. Our gardens
should have shrubs and plants that keep growing back each year instead of spending money
every year on annual flowers. Having low maintenance and plants that come back every year
can cut costs from the current budget. The bike path down second street was a terrible idea and
a waste of money. I have spoken to cyclist who do not feel safe using it, rarely do I see it being
used, and have heard rumours it will be removed-what a total waste of money.
Improvements to parks and paths needed
Don't touch Lamoureux Parc.
Doing a good job.
Why so much parkland? At some point you have to decide between what matters and what
doesn't. 750 acres? What a waste.
More green conscious residential and commercial development should occur on parklands.
I would like to know what this service pays for in terms of parks & recreation
Schools are closing or merging because of drop in student population, why not the same for this
service.
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We seem to be doing ok hers. Happy with the services.
Plant perenials.
There is significant evidence that supports that property values increase and people are in
general healthier with parks and green space that approach 50% of land space
Need to find more creative ways to improve service without increase budget.. better use of
employees and staff
some parks with only minimal usage should be closed.
Lacking equipment i.e., vehicles, tools and cell phones without data and others with data. This
would help employees perform more efficiently and in the long run actually save time and
money for the cooperation.
We need to have a nice and inviting city. Children is our future and need to have a fun and safe
place for them to be at. Leisure for the young and old is an importany way of life. We never pay
enough tax for parks and rec.
We've cut for too long here.
it is believed the same amount of work can be done with fewer people. Excessive amounts of
sick time with no apparent attendance management, excessive amounts of time off as breaks in
the day. Workers cross over each because of inefficient organizational structure.
It would be nice to see performances in the park during the weekend - not just during the week.
Many new sports related items could also be added at very reasonable prices
Time to take a hard look at what business the city is in...do we need to sweep the bike path in
Guindon Park? Do we need to maintain Guindon Park... Time for change
There should be more effort to attract tourists. More support of events that attract out of town
guests and investment in our waterfront with a boardwalk and cafe's and boutiques.
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Great services now, look at ways of expanding programs available through
sponsorship/partnership or volunteer opportunities.
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Appendix J: Comments for Social and Housing Services
Il n'y a pas d'avenir a augmenter le logement social. c'es un cul de sac
Participants must be screened thoroughly. So many in Cornwall abuse the system...
More careful screening of applicants
Stop catering to every scam artist
More money should be used to create jobs not to give hands out
I believe there's plenty of work out there. People should not become accustomed to having their
homes paid for or subsidized. It's a tremendous burden on the taxpayer.
important service keep up the good work
requires reduction in enabling and more to assist people to move off social housing.
Need me ivestagations maid to much people taking advantage of programs.
This would not be necessary if Council did their jobs properly.
Important to provide affordable, attractive housing.
I am impressed with Cnwl's social housing. Would like to see more effort to improve the overall
privately owned housing inventory to a better quality
Ensure the people that should be in housing are there.
Community Homelessness Provention, there are still far too many homeless people in Cornwall.
Many of these being families and young people. Less condos and more housing for those in
need would be a step in the right direction.
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We need to help people in need but it's not always by giving more money. Perhaps more back
to work programs to help them become more productive members of society
We installed new parking spots at units Do we charge for parking? we should now $50 a
month we need to save money
we need to charge for parking per month $50 if they have a car they can pay
I find it disheartening that the middle class is made to pay for these services to the point where
some that take advantage of the system come out further ahead.
Please find a way for the people accessing these services to give back to the community and
somehow contribute to the tax base.
OK. Really annoyed. It would be nice to compare this number to today's amount.
To many homeless people in this area need more affordable housing
We need more stringent monitoring of these premises. Too much illegal drug and contraband
activity being allowed.
Funds should be re directed to subsidized housing with private landlords with a standards
contract
For myself these i do not require these services
People who are abusing the system could be rooted out. There should be stricter rules
regarding qualification and maintaining assistance. The program would also serve more working
people if it was available to assist working families who may need just a little bit of extra income
to get through certain months instead of requiring them to rely fully on social assistance.
I own a house and we know we pay some of the highest property taxes in Ontario. I don't want
to pay for low housing in this area because it has become a cancer. We are coddling them to
much and they need to tow the rope as well.
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There seems to be a lack of good quality housing but landlords are fed up with property being
destroyed. Address education and life skills training!
These a services that the must vulnerable people in our communities need. It's vital and it
should be enhanced.
I feel that, although this service should be maintained, the expenses should be reduced in
keeping with the City of Cornwall's expenses.
This makes our community dependent on Social Services. It does NOT assist the users in
becoming financially independent for the most part. There are few people that actually deserve
the assistance. The rest is choice!
This department will see more and more requests for assistance as property owners get older.
there needs to be a better focus on reviewing current services so that fraud is addressed,
preventative services are put in place
Only if it's for frontline workers and programs. Too many highly paid administrative staff whom
are not serving the community or supporting staff already in place to have more effective or
community, evidence informed practices or programs
social services should only be provided for a limited time only.
Why so many units in the area? Does not speak well for the type of population we attract! Why
is this happening?
Too much waste!
We should be reducing some of the funds for this and use that money to support better
screening to ensure everyone using this systems actually needs to be on it. Theoretically, this
will allow those who truly need help, to receive it faster and with better quality, and as we correct
this it will eventually free up money to spend in other areas entirely.
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There is already high costs associated with this area. Comment: with increased jobs forecasted
for our region it creates a more positive 2018 year for wages. Cost of living has been minimal for
the last few years as well.
Social services is working good we need to do more investigating on residents, if you own a car
this is what it costs you. parking per month is X number of dollars Every resident should show
proof of fire insurance yearly.
there is found raising possibility
Stop letting people who you know are ripping off the system, make the lazy people work
i do not think we should be giving out money to people who want to do renovations. it is not fair
for many. other social services are ok
There has to be more accountability to the taxpayer and more focus on getting people back into
the workforce
A little torn on this one. While we don't use these services I believe they are important but I do
not feel it's my responsibility to financially support this program any more than I already am.
Why do we see so many quebec licenses in their parking lot and at their office for the people
going in to apply
institute a work for pay (for those who are able)
As a tax payer. I am tired of paying any money for people in this town who are lifers on a system
of handouts. It's time people who can work get out and earn money.
I would have said maintained/enhanced BUT there are so many people from Quebec living in
this local community. Social housing should be for people actually living in Cornwall. If you dont
believe it, you should send someone in the evenings and you will see all the quebec license
plates.
Some residents cheat the system by pretending to be separated to qualify for assistance. Cut
the waste and fraud.
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Pursue more work related programs that will reduce outlay of City funds. More focus on making
sure that counties recipients are better policed for potential fraud.
i know so many people who take advantage of this service and by that I mean misrepresent
their situation to take advantage of it ... we need better accountability
Much more investment in single person housing under Sicial Services
I feel that this can be a great service to those who truly require it. I feel that there is no
motivation for people (who are working) to continue working and leave social housing. I feel it is
too easy for some to stay in this housing forever. I also feel that there are people dishonest
when it comes to the people living in these apartments (example spouses not being claimed).
People that utilize the housing services should not have vehicles worth more than a certain
amount-like OSAP, for example.
More money should go towards ensuring families can survive and afford rent most jobs in
Cornwall are minimum was so if your lucky enough to work 40 hours a week your only grossing
an adverage of 1824/month most 2-3 bedrooms are going for 900-1300 + utilities doesn't leave
much left for child care and food
Welfare recepients should get temporary relieve not reduced rent for life.
very hard to do, provincially mandated....
The more free stuff you provide, the more low income people will be attracted to Cornwall.
There is a great need for social and housing in Cornwall
more policing needs to be done to filter out the ones who are abusing the system.
More fraud inspectors. It is unbelievable how this is abused!
Pay enough to welfare
Maybe work with the school boards for child care and early years
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People must be weaned off assistance.
Integration with employment services and health care can greatly improve the outcomes for
these services
The Province of Ontario along with the City of Cornwall must do a better job of getting more
people off welfare. There are too many that have been on this system far too long. It's too easy
to get on welfare. They should be looking at duplicates especially where some people collect
form the Province of Ontario and the Province of Quebec at the same time. More Policing by
Social Services is required even though it would mean costing more monies but then you can
get savings in eliminating these delinquents.
I'm sure that we have no say, but there should be a life time limit on Welfare. Say a maximum of
3 years to get your life in order. Once it is gone, it's gone! Go out and work. It is meant, in my
opinion, as a measure to help you get back on your feet.
Call volumes are dropping yet staffing levels remain the same. The capital expense of
affordable housings should be a contracted service. The City should not own or maintain any
affordable housing projects. Child care could also be a contracted service.
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Appendix K: Comments for Road Repair and Snow Clearing
Very important!
Try to improve sidewalk snow clearing
If the job is done properly there wouldn't have to be re-do's all the time...re-think the organizing
of the roads.
They work hard but need more resources to provide a better service.
Some more money are needed for roads; just take a ride through the city; make sure the money
are actually used to fix the roads and not to estimate, pay feasibility studies, organize bids etc.
content with status quo
Coordinate sidewalk clearing with street clearing! Too often the plots come after sidewalks,
dumping snow back onto them. Downtown sidewalks are often poorly cleared. Is there a site for
input re: potholes? Also, those round metal grates in the streets are so below pavement level
they can damage a car. Improve quality of work!
Project management needs a lot of improvement. No reason for Brookdale or Mconnell/Marleau
to be shut down for as long as they have been. Penalties or claw backs can be implemented
with proper project management and scheduling.
We have been very impressed of the level of service provided. Snow clearing & road repairs
ranked 10 out of 10. I understand that it does take time and money to continue to repair all
roads in Cornwall.
Your efforts shine in comparison to places like Ottawa
Doing a pretty good job keeping up with the pot holes. Nice to see some major projects being
completed.
These have to be enhanced to attract more businesses to come to our city. We cannot let our
sewer and road get to the point that we only fix when it is urgent
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Many roads need work - too many potholes. Snow clearing on residential streets needs serious
improvement.
we need to contract more. sidewalk maintenance road repairs/curb repairs and maintenance
of parking lots If the job is in the phonebook the city should not be doing that job
need to do more contracting out we need to save money Traffic signals need work better they
should allow good traffic flow City of Cornwall needs to hire someone to do this
I am disappointed with the services we receive since I see we pay a fair amount for them. Living
on a cul-de-sac in the east end, we are last and our roads are not well maintained during the
winter. This service is disappointing for our household.
OK. Really annoyed. It would be nice to compare this number to today's amount!
Need city crews doing the plowing private contractors have not kept the streets properly they
leave four to five feet of snow on Riverdale side streets at all time my neibours and I snowblow
our street so they will plow to the curbs
Doing a great job!
Appears to be adequate
We live on a Crescent. Snow removal is palfrey here. We pay high taxes for our area and are
always the last to be cleaned.
lowest bid is rarely the best value, having worked worked in the construction industry, i have
some knowledge. Buy local.
The City needs to take care of its infrastructure and the. I would like to see the recreational path
cleared in the winter.
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Stop plowing streets with no snow. Reduce sault and increase plowing. (exchange sault for
gas). This will also reduce the damage to roads due to sault, save residents car repairs, help
the environment. If a repair is required, do not do temp. repair but deal with it properly the first
time. When you see the same place dug up 2-3 times for the same reason you know that it is
costing us more than necessary. Improve supervision and reduce the 3 man per light bulb
attitude. Put the proper lighting on Angelo Lebano drive. (he would raise hell if he saw this)
Service could been improved in some area
infrastructure is falling apart and not sure where the focus is. More attention needs to be placed
here as well as a review of decisions such as bike lane on second street which was a complete
waste of the taxpayers money- Audit needed to see why this department not working well and
serving the community
Other cities don't plow their sidewalks. Although it is a nice service to have, should we look at
saving costs here to offset increases elsewhere.
Snow removal tends to eat up a lot of the budget during heavy snowfall years, the budget
should be adjusted to ensure that other road projects are not negatively impacted as a result of
this.
There is likely room for finding efficiencies with manpower and equipment. As one example, in
Ottawa the sidewalk plows/blowers have a dump on the top back of the machine which is filled
with salt/stone dust when on their routes. When the regular salt hopper is empty the extra salt is
dumped from dump to the hopper and the operator carries on with their route. In Cornwall, with
only the hopper on the machine, there is significant wait time as the operator has to stop his
route wait for a truck to come and refill his hopper and then the enevitable chat when it empties
twice as often doubling their lost time, and the truck(s) that refills has to crisscross the city much
more often wasting time, to fill the hoppers of the machines. Incidentally, the orange Holder
units we own are the same unit that Ottawa uses and has a flat back where the dump could be
installed. This is just one example.
Obvious waste here. Over plowing, over salting/sanding! Needless passes of equipment on
streets that don't need it and none on others requiring snow removal... disorganized. Road
repair that goes on forever...has to be costly! Example: McConnell, Marleau, Ninth...over a year
and no, it was not all because of rain!
Many roads need repaired. However, I think what a waste in the new sidewalks at the south
side of water near the civic complex
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need a bit more road repair
Snow clearing is difficult to determine and has high costs involved. Climate is unpredictable. I
would enhance for the only reason to increase reserves for an unforseen event.
there is ways to cut costs here why does the city have BLUE trucks. Have a White truck with a
blue stripe You as council need to reduce costs as you said you would do
but better plnification would be more saving money two year in a row they work in my street and
both time they wriped the same grass kinda wast of money
We obviously need more money for this, either that or you need someone who knows what they
are doing with the money, fix the problems instead of trying to make them look nice
as long as the cost is reasonable.
Maintained but better managed. There may be a need for management change- the service
does not seem efficient for the cost
The appearance of our city is of the upmost importance for our local business' and economy.
Netter and faster snow clearance would result in less accidents involving cars and people
falling and requiring hospitalization.
I do not know what we are paying for the roads in Cornwall are terrible. Contract this out
The City of Cornwall does not need to plow sidewalks in from of municipal address, like other
Cities this is a bylaw that homeowners must plow with in a certain time frame to clear sidewalks,
this would be a large budget reduction and also take liability off the municipality for slip and fall
claims
Need it regardless, after all, without it how will our fancy firetrucks get to the grocery store?
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With the number of sidewalks in the city, the budget for clearing them should be higher and
there should be a larger taskforce to do this tedious job. Also, road repair should be done
properly the first time so that it does not have to be redone three times in the span of a year.
add the amount you remove from the police budget
I think the city is doing a fine job in this area.
snow removal was done on time and the roads were clear last year. well done!
Brookdale Avenue looks great-lots of time, traffic detours, and money but does add to the
greatness of the city. Snow removal at times can be frustrating, but I know the city tries its best.
What is very frustrating to me is seeing machines that are on the roads that are "cleaning" themin my opinion this is a waste of resources (time, funding, water, etc...)
I believe an enhancement here would be terrific. There are still a number of roads that could
really use some TLC in this city. It would also be nice if there were more snowplows/operators
on during or right after snow falls. Personally my neighborhood is rarely done before we have to
get out to get to work. Making it very dangerous when you're not lucky enough to be able to call
into work stuck.
Remove proposed development tax.
Poor management ! Excellent service IMO from Public Works.
I would support contracting out over in house equipment, maintenance & employment.
How about reducing the number of one way streets? I will not go downtown for any reason
because all the one way streets make it impossible to get where I need to go.
I think we should reduce the amount of sidewalk cleaning. I know of many other cities that make
the owners responsible for their own sidewalks
But need better snow clearing WHEN NEEDED only.
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but more repairs should be covered when property is damaged
The work is done too slow anyway.
more efficiencies can be found without increasing budget
We are too quick to clean the roads.
snow plowing should be reduced to only at end of storms and sidewalk clearing the
responsibility of businesses and residents.
This City needs more infrastructure for Roads in Cornwall. Again the Province of Ontario make
all kind of promises but give more to the GTA area for their Transit system. This is to get more
votes for the Liberal Party.
primary side walks should be the only sidewalks plowed in the winter. A bylaw should be
passed that property owners are responsible for the sides affronting their properties.
It's time our city which I am seeing now to outsource more to private contractors to fix our
sidewalks, road and snowplowing in the future. After watching our city crews the other day
repair a sewer here in the east end of town which took well over a week to do so and watching
one man working while 6 others stood there watching, to me that's not right especially for the
taxpayers of this city.
Residential property USERS could maintain sidewalks in summer. Need more crosswalks
throughout the city.
Finish the intersection of McConnell, Marleau and Ninth. Remove the bike lanes from Second
Street. Change the traffic circle to a roundabout. Widen Glengarry Boulevard from Lochiel to
Second Street. Sync the lights on Pitt & Ninth and Sydney & Ninth so that Sydney stays green
after turning from Pitt to Ninth.
Department does a great job now!
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Appendix L: Comments for Municipal Works
I'm sure savings can be made here.
CAn the number of employees be gradually reduced without affecting service?
Cornwall does not embrace beauty or artistry.
Important work, but I have the feeling that it can be reduced somewhat.
Municipal water has a strange taste and smell. Is it safe to drink?
Reduce cost of facilities! Prime waterfront property used for municipal offices? Move to less
costly facilities, rent this out.
Municipal Works is an essential service that must be maintained in order for all that it
encompasses to perform in proper order.
There needs to be more capital investment in upgrading basic services such as sewer and
water
Keep up the good work.
The roads and sidewalks are in poor shape.
Again, in order for our city to see growth these services must be at least maintained.
All cleaning of these buildings should be contracted out Small city vehicles oil changes should
be done at oilchangers we need to save money
Contact maintenance of these building out we need to save money like you said you would do
before you where elected What happened to you members
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The City needs to be held more accountable for the maintenance of Municipal Works. It was
disappointing to learn that building had been ill-maintained for so many years they were
crumbling...
Fix city hall and the building beside it. looks structurally unsound with rebar exposed.
OK. Really annoyed. It would be nice to compare this number to today's amount!!
Cost of doing the work
Fine as is.
After reading the incomes of the councillors who already have full or part time jobs in most
cases, I find the amount being paid to them to be appalling. There should be a reduction in pay
to city councellors.
We pay some of the highest property taxes in Ontario! There is little opportunity and TONS of
welfare in this city. Shame shame on making us working middle class people pay for everyone!
Buy local.
Richelieu is essential!!!
Until you can give service to the west end of Cornwall like you do to the east end, you should
reduce the tax at the west end and charge the cost to council. This is a shame. The cost of a
paramedic running from Education drive to Riverdale has to be high. I you put a substation at
the Benson Center you could have one Fire truck, one Paramedic, and one Ambulance plus
employees in an area that is dominated by seniors and sports.
Maintaining building is a must
We need to maintain our buildings
Why is an expensive, elaborate new building required? Difficult to justify...live within your
means!
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Work needs to be completed while having minimal interruption to the citizens of the city.
Complete the work at night!
You need to contract out more positions. Building janitorial should be contracted out. Operators
of vehicles bringing them to Oil changers. Save money
Some of the services mentioned people are paying for, where is that money going
but we should look at ways of bringing the costs down.
Five guys, one digging, enough said.
You should also look at hiring people over 50 or close to retirement for these positions. Many
times these people really only want something to do - its not about the pay
Reduce level of services provided by municipal works
Often see one person working and more standing around
I feel that the roads and sidewalks should not be cleaned of dirt and stones. Using water, time,
and money to clean the streets and sidewalks is a terrible waste in my opinion.
Not sure what I receive for my $93.
I would look at combining Road Works & Minicipal works. Repairs to equipment not being
allocated to the division responsible for usage or damage.
The town operates a daycare?
These are additional hidden costs that should be covered under EMS First responders to get a
true picture of the financial pressures.
Just need better management here.
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I'm sure the equipment doesn't need too many repairs.
There are potential energy improvements in HVAC that if used could enhance the buildings
while maintaining budget
Lack of resources and dollars for municipal infrastructure.
Frequently see more people watching then working. Seems to have a lot of money being spent
for nothing.
reorganizing work would reduce the number of buildings required to be maintained in the City.
The number of city vehicles is questionable as just two examples of cost savings. The
organizational structure is inefficient. Parks and municipal works should be merged as a cost
savings idea.
A third fire hall in the north end of the city is needed.
Look for cost saving by reducing staff and contracting out vehicle repair needs
Reassign resources to improve sidewalk plowing. Do not increase the budget for this.
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Appendix M: Comments for Transit Services
Pas important pour moi mais ca devrait faire partie de la vision d'ensemble de la ville
Continue buying smaller buses
Route efficiency could be improved
They need to address the conduct & driving of some of their drivers
Most of people own cars; this definitely can be reduced for a small city as Cornwall.
I good alternative for green thinking people
would like to see free bus passes to seniors
Definitely needs improvement
I would suggest that bus and handi-transit areas be well identified (signage, road markings) and
be well patrolled by By-Law services so that Transit Services are allowed to be as efficient as
possible.
maintain handi=transit only; too many buses running new empty
Sunday service ??
Job well done.
Buses are empty.
Perhaps what some city officials should take into account is that people do work on Sunday as
well and there should be 2 busses running. ??
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I don't know how we can fix this service in order to attract more ridership. Are the services not
serving those who really need it (i.e. not serving appropriate areas of the city) or is it that
everything is so close or those who would use the service find it too expensive. A lot of free
parking, so people use their vehicles instead of riding the bus.
With expansion of residential areas, Cornwall needs to expand public transit - including on
Sunday and holidays
try for a month of two Ride the bus all day for a bus ticket try to increase ridership get people
out of taxis
We need to try one fee for the day as many rides as you require for X number of dollars. Empty
bus / full bus what is the difference Try it for a month or two and see if you can get people on
assistance to ride the bus instead of paying for taxis
This service is not something that is well scheduled in the City. It should not take more than 40minutes to get "down-town" from the east end.
Sunday services and more often bus times for later service and longer service.
OK. Really annoyed. It would be nice to compare this number to today's amount!!!!
Sunday and holiday buses. People work these days as well and need transportation
Any way to get high school students back on city transit instead of school busses?
Needed for seniors and school kids disabled and people without cars
Fine as is.
Transit is a barrier to employment. Transit in cornwall needs to be enhanced to accomodate
employers better
Don't require these services
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Transit in larger cities is offered at all hours, all days. It is difficult for many people in Cornwall to
afford to go to work when they can't get there by bus on Sundays or in certain areas of the city
where there are a large number of employees. It is also difficult for low income earners who
have to work overnights because many of them can't take a bus when they need to.
Buses run empty in this city.
Maybe revisit the routes that get people to jobs, like scm, not just around town
I would like to see an adapted version for Sunday service.
Again, this is a management problem and with some thinking outside the box, service can be
continued and maybe even improved. The number of rides means 16 rides per year for the
population and that gets down to once a month. If that is all, your neighbor may be able to drive
you once a month and we can do without transit services. Reassess this department.
Smaller, more fuel efficient vehicles would service the need of the public and save money
the service needs to be enhanced which may increase ridership. There are a number of
retirees that could use this service which could include revenue but the service is not working
well
I have never taken the bus however my mother and sister have both used the handi transit and
this is a fantastic service. One I would not want to see taken away
Id like to know how full our buses are during busiest time of the day and how empty they are
during quietest times. Are there any efficiencies or other strategies we can take to reduce
costs?
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A full assessment of ridership should be completed to better understand why individuals are not
riding transit. Consider looking at sliding scale for passes similar to student passes but for
individuals on low-income (more passes sold at a lower price is better than no passes sold at a
higher price). Consider working with local agencies to determine need and appropriate strategy.
Have the routes been looked at? In order for transit to be a viable option for more people, it
needs to be an easier and more convenient method of transportation than driving alone.
Therefore, if I can drive to work in under 15 minutes but the same trip takes me 45 minutes on
the bus - I will obviously continue driving if I have that option. In the end, those who don't have
the choice to drive are often forced into taking transit even if the service doesn't exactly meet
their needs.
Without Sunday service or service that starts early enough in the morning to get people to work
the service will never expand ridership. The choice must be made either to expand the service
to make it useful and practical to use or strip it down to minimal requirements.
Buses going round and round mostly empty. Simple, use it or lose it! This one has to be
reduced.
Transit services should be eliminated. Or privatized. I hardly see riders!!!
public transport is the futur
This service is not free, where is that money going
costing too much for the amount of people taking the bus.
Maintained but a review of how well the service is working and why more people do not use it is
needed-have you considered a survey?
More frequent bus runs.
Why don't you use smaller buses,never see them more than half full,
Sunday service should be mandatory. For a city the size of Cornwall it's ridiculous that there are
no busses on Sunday. How are people without transportation supposed to get to work ?
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buy smaller busses and then fill them up
The buses I see run nearly empty I think lesser runs- but include busing on Sunday's
Extended hours on weekends and need transit on holidays. Not having bus service on holidays
is when it is needed as people are off work and need to get around that rely on transit
I feel that we need to have bus service Sundays.
It works. But just don't tell us you're going to add racks on the front for shopping carts K? Police
want to keep their budget have them start arresting for stealing, theft of a pack of gum gets me
arrested, theft of a shopping cart get me? Yep, nothing, makes sense don't it? Come on.
Sunday service would be a very welcome service, especially for those who do not drive but wish
to go to Sunday service.
No buses on Sundays...really...so many people work on Sundays and need that transportation.
Reduce # of busses as well as staff as population has shrunk by about 3% , so should transit
services
Sunday service and also better Industrial services also
Need to seriously relook routes and reduce service- it should be cost recovery
handi transit is one of the worst services I have seen. They in no way enhance independence of
those with disabilities. Heard, seen, and experienced so many issues with this service that I
can't justify increasing service costs for a service that just doesn't seem to care
I feel that there is an increased need for handi transit, or atleast priority should be given to those
going to medical appointments.
We never use it but there are those who need it ...
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Bus service always loses money.
Keep the assets to a minimum.
It's a good service.
Sunday morning transit service including handi should be provided,
Work with the counties to extend coverage.
Only reason we have the service is because of Ontario grants re: gas tax
Don't use it...can't comment.
Smaller buses.
Great job on the free shuttles to events. It's too bad Sunday service isn't realistic.
Doing a great job, especially catering to the industrial park.
There is no ridership. The same people use transit.
bus service to be reduced on routes with minimal ridership and handicap buses more closely
monitored for people who actually need it.
Keep up the good work with transit
number of buses in the fleet is extensive for the number on the road. Small fuel efficient buses
that are handicap accessible should be considered as a cost savings.
it's funny that annual ridership is pegged at 800,000 annually because the buses are never
more than 20% full.
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With a low amount of riders it's time for to run a more basic Transit Service....
An important service to maintain in our community.
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Appendix N: Comments for Cornwall SDG Paramedic Services
As our population becomes older, this is definitely needed.
Enough!
Should at least match Police and Fire's budget.
Important job. Maintained.
Sometimes there are actually no ambulances covering the city and that's a shame.
how are these people funded at the same rate as the library? Of the three emergency services
they are the most highly educated yet the lowest paid with the worst benefits and they are not
even an essential service? how has this service been overlooked for this long?
We should be looking at putting more money into this service in preparation for the aging
population and the ever increasing call volume, more trucks and staff are required.
This service must operate (and it does) at peak performance.
More ambulances in town on a daily basis. All emergency responders need to work closer
assisting eachother.
They are doing a great job
we have to reduce costs We need one Paramedic and one emergency vehicle driver with
advanced 1st aid you can make these changes
The paramedic service definitely should be enhanced.
OK. I get the hint. You aren't going to tell me how this compares to today's amount
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Can't do without
Paramedics are so under appreciated,
Essential service like fire
Seems that EMS is almost as busy as police? I would hope that they have the budget and
resources to support needs of the community?
Why do we need to wait for 1 1/2 hours for an ambulance to come from Alexandria? What kind
of system do they run and who controls it. Better location can reduce cost and we should be
able to map high service areas.
Any improvement is welcome as those peoples are in demand constantly to help in case of
emergency or where help is needed
It would be time to make Paramedics essential in this community.
Paramedics in Cornwall SDG have some of the lowest salary throughout Ontario while
delivering care to one of the sickest population. Call volume is increasing annually.
This service requires more staff to keep up with the ever increasing call demand. For Every
dollar spent on EMS the province of Ontario pays 50%. Of the remaining 50%, the counties pay
60%. Ergo, Cornwall benefits for enhanced service for only 20 cents per dollar spent
If the Fire services is costing $256 per household per year for an average of 2,007 calls (most of
which are medical NOT fire). And the Paramedics are costing $70 per household per year for
11,500 calls, this should be looked into. Also Fire services has a revenue with permits and fines
etc. So they are also adding to their own income, where Paramedics do not have that..... luxury.
SD&G needs to address their portion is a fairer manner rather than the burden falling on the city
The existing level of service is understaffed and the requirement of first responders is filled by
the underutilized fire department
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Reduce other emergency services (Fire) and spend more here. Surely a trained Paramedic is
more suitable for medical emergencies!
Not enough Paramedics for the area. Increase budget in order to get more on the road
70? And police gets over $500 and fire is second highest?
Responding time is too high
we should have fire/paramedic service to reduce our costs
again salaries should not be the same as in big cities where the cost of living is higher.
More should come from the counties and there is a need to run a more efficient servicesomething is not working well
Essential service that needs to be increased
this is a very important service
With an aging population, if we do not increase the capacity of the paramedic service I would
worry that they could easily get overwhelmed in the future
A department who gets no credit because we have a bunch of heroes in fire services who think
they save the city and this includes taking the fancy firetrucks to a grocery store for bacon
specials and a Coke. Come on people, seriously.
this should be hand in hand with fire services
Paramedics need a larger budget to keep up with the demand for call volumes. I always see the
ambulances on the go, do these guys ever get a break?
Given new deal with Ottawa etc. this service will respond to less calls and therefore be able to
reduce budget accordingly.
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The police department handles 15000 calls and the paramedics 11500, and the police budget is
3 x more. I think we need an enhanced paramedic service.
Increase need for ambulance, increase need for more trucks on the road for better coverage
and faster response times. More truck = better care. Increase in paramedic service budget will
allow to also reduce the need for fire to respond on non-fire calls, which end up costing less.
Studies show 1 fire truck responding with 4 firemen cost the same as 12 PRU (staffed by 1
paramedic) cars responding. Which can be deducted to having 6 more ambulances instead of
one fire truck.
as our population ages this service increases in demand
Due to the increase of medical calls and an aging population this will be a continuing trend.
More money needs to be directed to the paramedic services to ensure all all residences have an
available ambulance (and paramedics) in their time of need. Money also needs to be invested to
ensure that paramedics are able to cope with this stressful job (PTSD and other mental illness).
A west/northwest station to better response times in the west and northern ends
I feel that those that utilize this emergency service for non-emergencies should be charged the
actual cost of the visit. Community members who use this service as a taxi to the Hospital
should be charged for the service they are using. This would save tax payer dollars, avoid burn
out with paramedics and drivers, would not tie up our emergency phone lines, and would
hopefully help the budget overall. A great service that our city needs.
Seems very cheap. We can get more
I believe we should be enhancing this service greatly. It seems like they are just getting busier
and busier as our population ages. Maybe it's time to add more Ambulances to the service and
enhance our Paramedic Services.
Like the Fire dept. The West end seems at a disadvantage for service due to it's Industrial Park
location.
Wow! $1000 for first responders/EMS in a town like Cornwall is nonsense. Mismanagement of
data/results and misleading taxpayers. You need to articulate a comparative analysis of similar
communities.
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Stop using the to get to calls, make access available from a central area.
Good service...keep it up.
Do the math, it's saying 1/10 people call an ambulance per year. I highly doubt that. Reduce
this budget, the numbers are off.
should be declared essential service
Just like policy. These paramedics appear to be overworked. Great service.
Consider reducing non paramedic staffing levels. Community Paramedic coordinator,
emergency management, PAD and first aid coordinator could all be managed by one
supervisor. Absence costs need to be managed with a cost effective plan. Council needs to
give mandates to attendance manage, or stand behind a negotiating strategy that addresses the
very rich sick leave plans.
More ambulances and personnel are needed.
these are the true "first responders" and are life savers. the money saved from cutting back on
police and fire services would be better spent here.
These workers work in a stressful job and face all forms of illnesses and injuries and they are
held responsible for their actions if a victim injuries become worse while being attended or dies
on the way to a hospital. They deserve more.
Cornwall paramedics should only service Cornwall and not neighboring areas.
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Appendix O: Comments for Cornwall Public Library
E-books, magazines, & newspapers & internet searching are diminishing the usage of libraries.
A rooftop patio on the library is wasreful
Library should encourage many of its long-time patrons to make a donation.
They need to get ride of florescent lighting and implement some more natural light. They waste
money on carpet cleaning (unhealthy), Kleenex, and maintenance. They need more men at the
library.
Library could use more and more up to date material, all kinds.
a nice alternative to my kids being on line
There should be free parking, not just on weekends or after 6.
This service performs well above the standard for a City of this size.
Great place
2017... would appear that with new technology in hand the usefulness of a huge library is
becoming outdated but not completely.
But some additional branches are needed - spread around the city.
it is costing us to much There is something wrong you need to investigate further
reduce costs
OK. I get the hint. You aren't going to tell me how this compares to today's amount
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The building occupied exceeds its usefulness unless it were used more effectively. Reduction in
books. More community space.
Library becoming obsolete.
the library needs to remain, however, there appears to be lack of use each time i have been
there, There is some very cranky staff. Buy local.
Programs to encourage families should be introduced to maintain use of the library , engage
schools!
Libraries have become a thing of the past with the internet.
much needed service for education.
Public library's are an important part of the community and should be taken care of.
great service and seems to be well run. Unfortunately it is a forgotten service at time so
reminding the community is needed
I hate to see the library close but I just wonder how much it is being used now especially with
technology
Are libraries and hard copy collections going to be a way of the past?
The library is an important community social service. As an organization they provide muchneeded access to programs and resources to a wide-range of individuals. A full assessment of
the reach of the library should be conducted to fully understand the value this institution brings
to our community.
With the internet libraries may be losing their relevance......
Again, use it or lose it. Maintaining a dying service seems ludicrous. Society is evolving and the
emphasis is on home based social media, internet access, electronic aids and sadly not on
books.
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we should be contributing to this at least a little bit. Its important to ensure things like the public
library remain open and kept up to promote a love for education and reading.
need to extend it with online rental
I would like to see more coworking spaces at the library. They could be used by students,
freelancers, professionals, entrepreneurs, etc. Some workspaces could provide free multimedia
production software (photoshop, character animator, etc.) while others could be equipped with
SMART Boards for meeting and training purposes.
as long as we can afford it.
Taxes are way too high for this service.
Most of what is available may be found online these days.
This could be contracted out at a lower price
so much money spent on a business that's not used. Downsize!
This is an important for the community.
Don't use it. Do people still use DVD or CD?
The library is great, but could use some additional french language programming, as well as
more programs on Sundays. It should also be open Sundays throughout the year.
This is a benefit that needs to be enhanced in our community. I would love to see more hours
being provided too for service.
It is too costly to maintain all services in multiple languages, pick a language and use it.
The public library is a good source of information in the community
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Reduce services and staff as most of what is offered is available online and usage is down.
Counties have reduced number of libraries so Cornwall should be able to reduce expenditures
due to ongoing population reduction and increase in technology use. Less staff and less overall
space would be a good start
I unfortunately feel that this is too much for our public library. As an adult I do not use the library.
As a child I did utilize the public library and do feel that it is umportant to have-the size and cost
of our library is too much for what is being used.
Buy your own books or download for free. I do not want to pay for someone to watch a movie for
free.
Reading & Literacy is very important and our library has great selection, service and programs.
It is used by all the same people winter or summer. Should be call a hostel. Return for value is
very low.
A Library? Costs the same as Paramedic services? Thats insane. Libraries became obsolete 20
years ago, replaced by computers. Why is this dinosaur still wasting money.
Sorry but I struggle with this service. The internet is the go to tool and in 20trs libraries will be
obsolete.
Access and availability of computers and the internet make this service, not necessary.
Find out the % of citizens with interent who rarely use the facility. Time to minimize.
libraries are slowing being phased out, there isn't really a strong need for it anymore, unless you
add free tutoring
Books are a dead form of literature
Something has to be done to attract people to the library and engage learning.
This service helps everyone especially the needy
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With internet access and the information highway..Costs should be reduced or creative ways to
have more revenue
Digital literacy programs, free wifi devices, a makerspace
more usage should be transferred to schools having added hours.
Overall well done. Cost savings through shared services such as building maintenance could
see a cost saving.
More access to ebooks and digital services.
For the exception of updating or upgrading to meet with today's technology and society.
As previous Chairman my belief is that his building is largely underused and could be shared
with other departments therefore reducing the cost of the service
Time to partner up to reduce costs of building....look for answers to deliver a full service with
reduce costs
A great resource for our community.
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Appendix P: Comments for Waste Management Services
Consider blue box every two weeks, garbage every 10 days
Increase recycling participants
Necessary job. Maintained.
we need to be spending some money on looking into alternatives
Teach kids more about recycling and city needs to start recycling more at its facilities. Bad to
see recycling go to garbage. Wen they can make a revenue from recycling. Also return centers
should be created like in Quebec and other locations.people pay deposits they whant it back so
they will return empty. Who uled cut on recycling costs.
Service is excellent. Interestingly enough it seems to be reasonably priced compared to other
city services.
A few more garden waste days would be good. People trim hedges, shrubs, etc. throughout the
summer. Perhaps the first week of July, August and September so residents could plan
accordingly?
We believe Cornwall should enhance this program to include further separation and
identification of waste / recyclable items. Education would present a problem as we do think that
must residents don't care to much about the environment.
to encourage people not to dump waste in ditches, dumpsters, etc, provide free waste dumping
for residential homes twice a month.
Composting please.
Incinerators - not landfills!! Produce electricity and eliminate waste!!
There is contracting out in this department and you can see reduced costs to residents of the
city
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I would recommend recycling be returned to a bi-weekly collection. I would also recommend a
maximum per week for garbage pick-up.
Green Bin
You do get the hint right. These questions are WORTHLESS if we can't compare to today's
amount.
We need to add a composting program and encourage more people to recycle and reduce their
garbage being added to the landfill site. We could also use a service that picks up larger items,
or items that can be repurposed. Some people do not have the means or access to getting rid
of some larger items and makes for messy properties.
The city loses thousands of dollars every year because of scrap collectors picking from roadside
also we should look at a three bag limit as well as putting in can and bottle recycling machines
like Quebec and the states and other Canadian cities then look at getting rid of plastic bags
excellent service.
Until composting is included in the program it should be bare bones.
Perhaps the city could implement measures like mandatory recycling, maximum numbers of
garbage bags/cans per week, and composting such as some other communities have and
enforce these measures.
Would love to see a green bin service
they do a great job.
Start green bin pick up weekly! Loved this were we lived before. We've gone from barely one
bag of garbage to a garbage can full!!!!! I didn't realize how much I loved it and the difference it
made until it was gone
Investigate the value in bringing a green bin program (for compostable materials). Investigate a
garbage limit per household as a method to reduce waste and generate income (purchase of
additional tags, etc).
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Leaf and yard waste should be expanded or at least the timing of the leaf pickup be flexible for
when there is an early spring and the yard waste goes to landfill. Long term savings to delay
landfill site replacement.
Penalize homes that do not recycle!
If we pay the people picking up our garbage more will they stop tossing our bins in the street,
we all see it
should force people to recycle. if there is no blue box at the road the garbage will not be picked
up.
Would like to see Green Bins
Need better recycling options.
organics program? Bi-weekly collection? Bag limit??
Greater recycling facilities and efforts. Needs to be open daily to avoid people dumping
recyclable articles from landfill.
This we have no choice we need this
Green bin program needs to be implemented in the City
Don't want garbage left everywhere, that said a service worth my taxes.
I know some communities have added a green bin program for composting materials. This
program has done very well in other cities.
There should be compost collection in Cornwall.
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Now for this service, what I would like to see is city hall making residents more responsible for
their trash. EX: Landlords emptying apt's should have to order a bin. Also would like to see
mandatory composting and recycling bins where one could bring in their cardboard, papers,
plastics and so on. Make recycling trucks only every 2nd week.
need to change the rules on cardboard collection.
I feel that the budget is appropriate. I would be willing to pay more annually to have other
services available (for example compost or other evironmentally friendly options).
Could use compost bins
I love that we have weekly blue box & garbage collection. It would be great to see research into
how we can continue to be a greener city and extend the life of our landfill. Could we look into
the idea of "green bins" for compostible materials? Great for the environment and great for the
garden.
The addition of kitchen compost pick-up would be amazing.
Reasonably good service
This service needs to educate their employees so that they're not so picky when picking up
recycling...come on, it's recycling items not poop!
introduction of a bag limit or a charge per use would encourage recycling similar to many other
communities across the world. GREEN program for compost if introduced would generate
revenue after building this up over the years. And help in the waste reduction.
Changing regulations that will improve the city's health are occurring which need to be
accommodated
More efficiencies should be explored with existing budget
Limit garbage to curb, pay for 3 bags or more.
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Should move to weekly green bin and bi-weekly garbage collection.
Weekly or bi-weekly composting pickup
It would be nice if certain things were picked up as they once were - (eg) mattresses - so many
put out and left to decay
Weekly garbage in summer, bi-weekly in colder months. By-law enforcing the use of paper bags
not plastic by retailers would greatly increase the remaining life of the landfill
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Appendix Q: Comments for Glen Stor Dun Lodge
Population is increasing in age...we need more residential areas for the elderly.
Privitize, why is the city in this business? Wages are nit comparable to the private sector.
This people are not bums; they need help. Maintained
our population requires more options and expanding health care for the now majority geriatric
population
there is a requirement to look at cost of this service versus funding from Province. City pays
difference which is taxpayer funded and therefore City should look at cost reductions.
People pay to live there why should we.
Tastier food needs to be provided, from what I hear about it, and it doesn't need to cost more.
not sure why the city is in the "business" of Long Term Care Facility
Look after the elderly. Remember we all will need care in our twilight years. Treat them with
respect
need to reduce costs
Exactly how much did you pay Survey Monkey for this horrid survey?
volunteer recruitment needed. Look at opportunities to partner volunteer work with the local
highschools and college to help give credits for work experience.
To many services have been reduced or cut for our most vulnerable
fine as it is. Maybe put more $$ into other senior facilities too?
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Senoirs housing gets much support from the province. The city should step away.
We need to invest in our seniors care, after all these seniors have paid there taxes all there
lives t build our wonderful community. We owe them. Buy local.
These people built our city
The city should not be in the business of running a long term care home. This asset could be
sold to one of the many long term care home providers in our area.
More help from province and federal gov't.
Not sure if this budget is a good amount or not but I will say this, I was not given any help from
GSDL when my sister (who is disabled) came to live with me and I required services, I was
turned away at every turn
The City could consider selling the GSDL to a developer to increase the level of assessment
and rebuild in a new location
Population is aging and more available spaces must be provided.
Most of these program s are volunteer base and more family members could take some
responsibility for their loved ones as well.
Residents should be contributing more. And costs minimum zed
It's not free to stay there!
relieves a burden on society.
The city shouldn't be in the business of running homes for the aged. Glen-Stor-Dun Lodge has
too black a cloud hanging over it and we all know why. Either sell it off or shut it down.
The Alzheimers section needs to be greatly improved.
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This business needs an overhaul. Other facilities run at less cost. The city needs to review
The city should not be in the long term health care business...
This could be privatetised or contracted out
We need more beds, perhaps a new home. opens up beds and jobs
I'll most likely be there one day.
These are our elders. Please have a little more respect.
Why is the city using city tax dollars to subsidize housing for some out of city seniors?
We need to continue to support this residence, our again population is just growing so will need
more spaces and supports.
aren't these funded by MOHLTC
With the aging population there will be more demands on the Glen Star Dun Lodge in the future.
Adding one staff per shift would ease work loads and help sick time
This is a great facility for our city. I would be interested to see the cost difference between a city
run facility and a privately owned facility. I agree that a city run facility can offer more benefits
over a privately run facility but I feel that there is a happy medium that needs to be found. This
facility offers great paying jobs for our community.
glen stordunlodge should be sold the taxpayer is not in the nursinghomebussiness
The population is aging. It is very important to give seniors a healthy quality of life with access to
programs and services req'd.
It appears as we have FINALLY a more stable management.
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Probably needs to be expanded.
The town runs a seniors home? Why dont you buy a Timmies franchise and a Wal Mart too.
Competing with private industry is not what a Municipal government is supposed to do.
Why are taxpayers paying for a service not everybody has access to?
We should not be in this type of service.
Privatize
More seniors, need more homes.
The City needs to make more room to accommodate the growing number of seniors in
Cornwall. My Mom was there in 2007 before she passed and was treated so very well. Please
keep it up.
Maybe look at contracting out
The elderly must be taken care of just as much as children.
Get out of this business
excesses with city employees doing laundry, hair care, supervisor levels are excessive.
Not sure why were are in the business of home for the aged
Another area of concern when elderly are involved. Make courses available to all employees on
site to educate on issues of proper support for these old people. Example how to communicate,
handle, feed to name a few.
We should get out of this business
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Appendix R: Comments for Infrastructure Planning
c'est indispensable pour l'avenir de la ville
Must replentish and maintain a reserve fund
More bike paths are needed across city; there are nice paths around, but not too many that
actually cross in the city.
push green please. lets spend the money and lead the way
I think the bike paths are wonderful but would like to see more bike lanes on busy streets
especially Brookdale
Hire local consultants who know the area and its people, not so-called experts from cities like
Toronto!
The most important service to ensure the survival of a properly functioning City. It is of extreme
importance that the best individuals / management be in plac.
Bicycle paths are a great asset.
Infrastructure needs to be maintained and where needed improved. It can't be pushed back to
the next generation.
Need to improve our infrastructure to attract more businesses.
Less bureaucracy and more workers.
Let's work on what we have rather than moving toward new projects.
I wonder if anybody is going to read these comments.
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Ridiculous and unacceptable at how long these construction projects are taking
ex:ninth/McConnell .. major waste of tax payers dollars.. dragging on. Things need to be in
order before the start. Also, amount of manpower standing around smoking or taking how
many breaks.. is also a waste of money
Again this is needed
We have some of the worst roadways anywhere. 1 ways all over the place narrow streets
constant construction to fix roads that never seemed to get fixed. For a population of 46000 that
has never grown in many many years the traffic in this city has got ridiculous because of the
roadways.
tender process needs to be refined, I do have a solution. city bureaucrats have know interest in
solutions.
Maintaining is just not good enough...we need to get a jump on this.
more supervision and on sight supervision.
With the changes in weather patterns I think the city needs to upgrade a good portion of the
sewer pipes etc
More communication and planning between all departments to coordinate projects and ensure
future needs are met.
We know that sewer pipes are old and in need of repair (city is currently reacting to water main
breaks as they happen rather than being able to proactively replace them). Currently no
dedicated annual funding for bicycle & pedestrian infrastructure - this should be part of the
annual budget as a mechanism to ensure the completion of the B&P Master plan. Annual
budget line for proactive repairs and maintenance.
Do less planning and more doing. You keep asking and asking for more and more studies!
Make the required decisions and move on!
New business needs to be brought to the city not turned away. We need to preserve our city's
history instead of tearing it down
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More of this needs to be spent for senior housing of reasonable price.
To much money spent in redoing plans. Or hiring consultants to do work the employees should
be doing themselves
you don't fix the roads, sidewalks or maintain the ditchs as it is and let rainwater run into roy ave
from 10th 11th,cooper,donihee and Adolphus because ditches are full and road sides need to
be graded .Drive the streets in a storm and you will see what works
street lights for traffic flow need to be improved for better traffic flow. Council needs to all get on
a city bus and do a tour of the city between 3 to 6 pm to see what the traffic flow is like doing
the week
planning for this city, no such thing
Especially for sidewalks and bicycle paths.
Stop spending so much to have someone design something just to say you don't like it then pay
someone else to do the same job
we should get more financial help from provincial and federal government.
There is definately a need for management change. The waste of taxpayers money for poor
decisions like the Second Street bike lane- never used and an absolute waste. There seems to
be too much of that and a senior management change may be needed
Planning for the future, buildings deteriorate as they age.
More budget needed for maintenance of Bike paths through out the city.
Infrastructure and planning, ok. Have a look at 9th and McConnell, tell me that's planning or
people in a department who don't do their job. No excuses please.
Cut the waste, a new sidewalk parallel to the bike path in front of the civic complex is wasteful.
Construction at McConnell and Marleau is 1 year over run and over budget. Who is responsible
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A few gaffs in the last year, time to clean house.
many new project seem to lack proper planning. Benson Center could of used more seats,
Aquatic Center should of been an Olympic size pool for competition. McConnell and 9th
Intersection should of been better aligned and turning lanes made bigger to name a few
as new buildings are built old infrastructures are over taxed
sidewalks in the downtown area are in desperate need of repair.
Important for the city. I feel that the bike lane on second street was a total waste of money.
More community involvement would be great prior to doing a large project in the city that we will.
Seeing how sidewalks are placed would be interesting-how is it decided what streets have
sidewalks and which ones do not?
Infrastructure is ageing and proper planning is needed.
Thank you for finally working on completing the bicycle path loop!
Stop planning and start to delivering results on the strategic/business plan. This is the elephant
in the room as infrastructure is aging faster than we can fund it.
Contract to any outside firm.
Everybody knows this....
Commitment on this portfolio will help our city grow
Community is growing and this needs to be in the forefront of our plans.
Some design services and inspection areas should be contracted out
Comments made previously.
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overstaffed, new technology can reduce staffing levels. Expectations of performance near to
private sector time lines should be enforced. Sick leave provisions are expensive.
replacement of outdated/undersized water and sewer lines is needed. Assistance to low income
homeowners who need to replace the old No-Co-Rode pipes inside and outside their homes.
Roadwork seems to go on and on and on - often times projects are started one season and still
not completed by end of next season (Ninth Street)
The only thing I see here is delays between companies involved in any construction of our
roadways here in the city.
We have to plan for the future.
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Appendix S: Comments for Economic Development
Money is often lost here.
Nothing is being developed. This town looks disgusting.
Business development is paramount. Maintained; even slightly enhanced.
Maintained with targets attached to budget
Since businesses in Cornwall seem to be leaving rather than arriving an addition to the City's
website could suffice in providing "information during start ups"
Great service, especially to attract and keep new business, professionals like doctors.
Department could be hungrier for bigger business enterprises.
This service must be enhanced as this City needs to grow and prosper.
But get someone who can really do the job
I believe the positive economic impact of this department over the long run has been negligible
at best.
Growth of this city. New business and industry, more than min wage jobs.
Again - attract more businesses
Not really being helpful to small business.
I believe the economic development/tourism department should be expanded upon greatly. Our
tourism strategy is a joke. As in what is it? The fact that there was a multiple hundred of
thousands of dollars increase in salaries yet no marketable increase in our ec dev portfolio is a
large issue. Find a better solution.
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How bout this? My answer to all these questions is exactly what we are paying today.
The city has hige potential and is currently not friendly to micro businesses. These samller
operations account for a large part of the economy and are difficult to get off the ground here
due to regulations.
There are NO jobs here. You need to start attracting business to the economy instead of making
it cost prohibitive for them to come here!!!! No jobs means taxing our systems and people.
Get better results
the Economic development department sure seems to have dropped the ball- Cornwall's
development has been lacking for years and rather than increasing the budget, perhaps a
review of what is not working is needed- time for management change?
We need to entice more larger scale business to relocate to Cornwall.
Has the CBEC been evaluated/assessment to determine if the investment is actually translating
into successful businesses setting up and staying in the community? What is our return on
investment? This should be looked at...
Not sure if there is a good return on our investment.
Would want to know the goals and measurable outcomes & impact to community... Definitely
want sustained economic development & Bette paying jobs for residents. Would need to better
understand how this programs achieves this & who it targets.
This department should reviewed from a value added perspective
Forge ahead, spend more and aim to increase both our corporate and residential population.
Why has our residential count been flat for so many years?
I don't think this department does enough
Without economic development cities may as well close their doors.
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Little results for the work that has been done over the last few years. Streamline expenses and
please get results. Maybe our tax base is too high. Affecting any economic development!
To improve funding for improvement programs, CIP's, etc.
more job more cityzen mean more revenue for the city
Bringing businesses in the area should be a priority.
I have yet to find a local business who have said the city has helped them in any way
does it really work.
The job is just not being done well and there has been less and less positive economic
development for the city. Something is not working
Unfortunately economic dev has permits dept working against business owners so.....why
bother?
How many new businesses that were helped wound up failing? It's always a risk, but the
business owner stands to gain most, so why put tax dollars towards individual business profits?
This group needs to make a much stronger effort on behalf of this city.
Any extra funds that can go into providing more opportunities to our economy and expansion in
jobs is essential.
New buildings - new jobs! Growth
I think we can do the same for less cost to our taxes.
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Given that the Cornwall Business Enterprise Centre is totally sponsored by the Province and
should not even be mentioned as a budget item, saving $150ks. In addition, Community Futures
Development Corporation provides exactly the same services, so why duplicate what is already
sponsored by the Federal Government plus delivering a service like the Cornwall Business
Enterprise Centre that is paid for by the Province??? I have done my homework on this issue.
A great service and important when trying to grow the city of Cornwall. Important that people
and businesses would not take advantage of this service.
Give them what they need. It's an important department that's not too expensive
It is not working. Cornwall is not growing.
This dept. is important for our future.
If you cant afford to start a business, you shouldn't be in business. This is garbage.
I cannot clearly identify value here. Sorry but the taxpayers need a better understanding of the
return on the investment.
Enhanced Economic development capacity is sorely needed. A vibrant economy should reduce
the need for social housing and police services.
Don't need this service at all,
If a business needs help most likely it's an owner issue and the business won't last long
anyway. Too many business open and close even with assistance.
This service needs to be a bit more out of the box in it's thinking then an enhancement would be
warranted
Better results are needed in this dept.. Perhaps a results based approach to maintaining this
service otherwise some of the services could be contracted out
Work on re-branding for tech jobs.
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What's the added value ?
businesses should be aware and preparing for the impact of increased online internet shopping
with home delivery
Get jobs for University and College Graduates... We don't need to keep being a town full of
uneducated workforce.
We need more assistance in selling the City to prospective Corporations. one example is to
make an application in convincing Amazon to open their new Canadian Head quarters in
Cornwall because of our abundant land and close proximity to large Cities like Ottawa, Montreal
Toronto and the United States.
seems to have a lot of staff. How is success measured. Would companies locate with/without
economic development?
Aggressive marketing of the city and its attributes is needed, more support in the way of
grants/subsidies to business and industry looking to locate here.
I remain hopeful on this one! However, we as a City have not seen any growth (change in
population) in as many years as I can remember.....We need more than just call centre jobs,
minimum wages with no benefits....sorry folks
They deserve this. My only opinion.
Look to regional partnerships....to many one man shows, where as a region we would all
benefit....Dupications need to end....a more focused development plan is required with the right
staff....Bilingual leadership is required..
This should be enhanced and limited to only small businesses in Cornwall.
- focus on higher paying jobs to the area
It does not appear to give the value it should considering the increase in wages over the last 3
years. This could possibly be a better value if it was privatized and companies had targets in
place that were required to be met.
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Attract more employers besides call centres and warehouses. Jobs should not require bilingual
employees. English speakers should not have to learn French to cater to a small group of
people.
We need to do a better job in this area...who have we attracted?!?
Department is doing a good job now. Need to devote more resources to become more
aggressive in business recruitment and retention efforts. Need a more robust tourism strategy
with a focus on attracting conferences and sporting events to Cornwall.
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Appendix T: Comments for Building and Bylaw
Cat population needs controlling! Slum landlords need to enhance their public places & tenants
need to advised to clean up their front yards.
Not too important, it can be reduced.
By-Law does not answer their phone for animal complaints or noise complaints. These are
dealt with by the police.
People pay for billding permits bylaw officers need to be more active.
By-law enforcement officers needed on weekends. Problems: cyclists, skateboarders, small
motorized or electric vehicles on sidewalks when bike paths have been made for them. Also,
cycling, etc. the wrong way down one-way streets. Many, many people running red lights,
using cell phones, speeding.
Increase revenue by enforcing rules and ticketing people 24/7-365.
The Bylaw enforcement portion of the Building & Bylaw service needs improvement. It seems
many Cornwall residents / drivers do not always follow the numerous regulations under this
service. Hiring additional Bylaw officers would benefit City coffers (by way of fines) and it would
also pay for the additional hires.
By-law enforcement for property standards should be enhanced
It would appear, going forward, that this department needs to be operated in a more efficient
and effective manner, particularly with respect to the processing of building permit applications
and the more timely monitoring of ongoing projects.
How about really applying the by-laws already in place.
More staff to ensure that building permit process is not as difficult for people applying for permits
and the follow up to their inspections once job is in process.
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bylaw needs to work 24 hours a day
Surprise!. I wonder what we pay today?
drivers are not fined enough for illegal parking in this city. Bylaw enforcement should be
available 24-7 and not by the police, which cost substantially more to enforce bylaws, which
they do not always have opportunity to do so. we don't want to call the police when we see
someone not clean up after their dog at 10 pm and have no video proof. Changes need to be
made to enforce rules regarding pets.
Bylaw officers need to be added at least two to deal with bicycle and pedestrian safety and
other issues
We need another 1-2 officers to take care of the informative calls placed by citizens.
Take on minor offences.
Don't punish people doing it by the book. More people would actually apply for permits and do
things right, meaning more revenue and driving business
We need to enhanced this service and bring in more people to serve the public.
We need better results and also time lines on demolition as well as development.
After hours hard to contact bylaw for illegal parking. Frequently large vehicles get stuck
because of illegal parkers on road. Also lots of areas where no stopping is virtually not
enforced.
Depends on whether or not we value having our by-laws enforced? A by-law has no value if
there is no mechanism in place to actually enforce it. If our current by-laws are being enforced
appropriately (and in a way that actually impacts behaviours) then keep funding as is. If not,
then we should be looking at enhancing this service.
more bylaw officers should be hired and work more hours during the week and weekend to
assist police for bylaw matters.
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Bylaws are too strict in the city, and the need to have permits for everything is ridiculous
It took me forever to get a guy to close my permit. Increase and get more permitting people?
To many buildings are not being used now let's maintain the ones we have before tearing down
good buildings
Get efficient!!!M
Efficiencies need to be created in this department before any further funds are distributed to this
department.
bylaw needs improvement, my neighbours car on the street 3 weeks no one noticed, over night
during snow storm nothing done. Bylaw should be contracted out in a private public partnership.
Why is Police enforcing BYLAWS This a way to save money and make more money
need more flexibility and less severe law
The inspectors take too long to show up, if at all, we do not have animal control, I have called
after being attached by a dog with no response, this should be a police issue and owners of
attacking animals charged
Bylaw is not working well as it is although I hesitate to say enhance when only new managers
are hired and less people are out servicing the public. In terms of bylaw- its well known to not
be efficient and continuously making errors at the taxpayers expense. A review is needed on
efficiency, not enhanced budgets
Why does it take so long to get permits,hearing all kinds of horror srories,not that it happened to
me
More by law officers are needed and they should work a 12 hour shift, 3 days on 3 days off
Take away the pking meters, no need to pay for as many bylaw officers, increase shopping in
the heart of the city. Help business flourish. Dogs and owners are out of control downtown.
Building permits take far too long if your lucky to be be serviced at all. System needs review.
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longer hours and weekend coverage
The system needs streamlining. It shouldn't take months and months to have permits approved.
Bylaws are not enforced until a complaint is filed. Property standard bylaws must be maintained
for a more beautiful city and fairness for all tax payers.
There are not enough bylaw officers to enforce the concern with private tree issues and
Emerald Ash Borer which will increase the number of calls for private tree inspections and
enforcing the removal of these trees. Approx over 3,000 private ash trees will be dead over the
next 5-10 years.
Theres more important things than a cat bylaw
We need a 311 number to report to.
bylaw is largely ineffective. many ppl complain that nothing is done re their complaints. let the
police enforce bylaws, they cant be any worse!!
Increased staff at bylaw enforcement have officers waiting to see when a meter expires to issue
a ticket. Extending the meter pay time from 5pm to 6pm reduces after business activities.
Change the hours of operation! Unreal how much wasted police time is used instead of bylaw
officers due to the hours!
lack of consistency in enforcing by laws causing confusion
More enforcement which likely means more officers to work evenongs and weekends
These services, although very important, need to be explained to residents at times.
Surrounding areas seem to have it "easier" when it comes to permits.
The heart of our cities growth.
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The process is far too bureaucratic.
Hire more building inspectors to expatiate process.
Stop making up so many stupid bylaws and wasting residents and contractors time. Way too
many employees wasting previous resources there.
Animal control needs more funding. The abandon cats in this city is over whelming. Aggressive
dogs used to protect drug houses is danagerous.
some of the by laws surrounding building are a tad outdated,
Enhancement in other services would reduce the need for this service
Better organization and leadership is required for this dept.
Too many regulations, there are so many regulations more paper work, more people.
Building division should be revenue neutral -- fees paid for permits and inspections should cover
100 per cent of the city's costs.
More staff is needed in this area especially Property Standards.
paid leaves are excessive.
Quicker processing of building permits; timelier response to issues such as derelict buildings,
neglected yards and substandard housing.
but why do they take forever to process a permit and make the applicant go through hoops?
they hold the power of approval like a sword and it is no wonder people try to bypass this
process.
Simplify the permits like it use to be back in the day. Make it all in one package when having to
build a home or renovations to homes and yards.
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A well known fact that y-law enforcers cannot handle the workload. More need to be hired as
the will then be ale to handle all the regulations. Through fines these positions would pay for
themselves.
Bylaw should start actually enforcing no smoking near door bylaws.
- less by law more building inspections
Huge demands placed on limited staff. More resources needed.
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Appendix U: Comments for Planning Services
Permits for new houses are given too easy in the wooded areas, while old houses in the city's
centre visually pollute the view. The Planning Division should focus on that area, to create a
nice downtown. Reduce until then.
Protection of environment so important.
The quality of neighborhoods and empty lad lots dramatically needs improvement in order to
attract people to live / visit this City
This department has made Cornwall stagnant. Why must we all travel to neighboring cities to
spend our money for shopping, entertainment, activities?
Appropriate planning equals better chance of attracting businesses and population.
Not enough consultation with local residents.
That's easy. Based on these questions it's $14 too much. Not a whole lot of thought went into
this survey
They never listen to citizens anyway
Building a deck shouldnt be so difficult.
perhaps a merger of planning dept, and economic development, and a reduction of staff. Too
much duplication.Buy local.
But do a more efficient job
at a time where fiscal restraint is needed, the focus needs to be elsewhere. It is not time to
develop the waterfront, it is time to attract jobs and good paying jobs
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Planning is an important aspect of community growth - is the department currently able to
adequately provide their services with the existing budget?
Fewer consultant reports and again more decisions. Move forward, make it happen.
I do not think that this department is being resourceful enough in using exisiting buildings and
properties
Just as much waste here as in so many other departments. Wages too high. To then hire
consultants to assist
This should be done way with, this service seems to be covered in other services
we need to have some kind of organization.
Not until they can be better focused on the community and run efficiently
Our waterfront is beautiful, but should be and could be enjoyed by many more people. For
example a real fine dining restaurant, and a beach. I know we’ve been told we can’t have a
beach, but if it can be done up and down the St. Lawrence at other places, I’m sure it can be
done here, too.
Are planning and infrastructure not similar in overall strategies and goals? One department.
It's 14 bucks, come on
after looking at the mountain of paperwork generated at the last open house, and the lack of
specific communication about future projects with the public, dont think they are effective
More attention given to developing the waterfront, which is an underexploited gem.
This department needs to work more on the waterfront then the budget could go higher
Seems very similar to many other areas of the budget.
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Quicker planning of vacant lots in prime locations would be ideal.
Sorry but this seems like an activity mentioned prior to this question.
Hand in hand with economic development. See previous comment.
Environmental protection. Our waterfront needs to be protected. Remember planning is jot just
to satisfy the rich...it takes into account seniors, single moms, those that are on assistance.
Planning committees need to have a balance of all the above.
Strategic planning greatly improves the life of municipal residents and business owners
Overstaffed and overpaid
Similar to building division, fees charged for planning services (zoning changes, minor
variances, official plan re-designations) should cover the costs of providing this service.
In concert with marketing and infrastructure
Use current employees instead of hiring temporary outside consultants!
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Appendix V: Comments for the question, “Should the municipality utilize tax dollars to
support community organizations and special events?”.
il semble en avoir un nombre desordonne . Oui soutenir mais de plus en plus indirectement
Yes but not on everything...every year, the city should choose a few & alternate from year to
year...
Financial contributions = NO In-Kind services = Limited
There is no beauty nor artistry in Cornwall
Do not discriminate against religious programming.
Definitely not to financially support; yes to promote and bring here such special events.
Promoted right, they will be sustainable, i.e. won't need financial support from the city.
In kind services are wonderful and ok, however, the city should not be supporting all community
events. Community events, if initiated by the city, the city should fund, however, non-city
initiated should be self funding.
as long as they are for everyone to enjoy
To a minimum like clean up and electricity. The office need to take responsibility of taking care
of vendors paper work and wen business are doing more than one events the event souled be
able to give that business name and not have to go true paper work for every events.license #
look file copy done.
$82K doesn't seem to be an outrageous amount to spend on community events.
These events bring visitors to the area, help develop a sense of community. Younger people
may want to stay if there is more to do, rather than leave for the big cities. Sports activities don't
serve everyone!
Councillors should also not be able to expense tickets for themselves and partners for wine and
cheese events, charity dinners or charity boxing.
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We attend most festivals, special events - we like some, don't like others, however, we feel that
these events make Cornwall a vibrant, fun community. I had recently made a point to talk with
the organizers of the Rib-Fest. This event was better in all categories than the larger City that
we use to live in.
These organizations should be responsible for raising enough funds to cover their events. The
only services the city provides should be in kind, i.e. clean up after events
Too much being spent to support community events which still cost the attending residents too
much.
Case by case basis. Danger of potential perceived or real political bias.
The excellent community spirit should be put to good use through fund raising. Local stores
should not be asking for donations for charities outside of our city, and for charities whose
donations are minimal payouts to those in need. An example would be the local liquor store
asking for donations to the united way, which keeps 91 cents of every dollar; instead, charitable
donations could be for the boys and girls club, the Baldwin house, and other local organizations
that help our vulnerable neighbours.
The service clubs raise and put about a million dollars a year into the city when these groups do
the Santa parade for one example the city is a god send and should continue these groups keep
hospitals ,mental health cancer without them we would be short in the city
it would also depend on the event. I don't want my money going to events I wouldn't support
myself.
Community is people. Without something for them to do they leave.
I believe that by including more community events (like 2017 has) into the city, we attract more
spending into the city, which increases revenue to small business owners and organizations. It
has been a wonderful year but the city needs to plan events better, to avoid things like the
Watchtower convention being at the same location as Ribfest.
The city has absolutely nothing. And when we did have lift off and the park was packed to the
max the city said they were still not making enough.
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no, no. and no.
I'm in support of providing in-kind services but not of financial contributions. The City should not
be in the business of sustaining community agencies. If there is a need for fund, the City then
bring the service in house.
Any events which promote pride in the community, offering variety for families and young people
If some organization cannot support itself close it down
NO PUBLIC money should be given to any outside agency, festival or event - PERIOD!!! this
opens the door to more hands out as well as possible conflicts of interest. NO
only in-kind services
Im ok with in-kind services but I don't think we should be giving tax dollars to community
organizations.
The requests for municipal support should be continue to be assessed. Requests should only
be fulfilled when a) funds are actually available and b) when those requesting funds are able to
demonstrate that their full plan (ie: without the city funds, are they able to go ahead?, what is
the city's return on their investment?, have they made improvements over the past several
years?). A good example of this is the Cornwall Triathlon - the committee has been able to
scale their event and its reach over the last several years. The city's investment in this event is
good value - the triathlon is a money generating event for the city - it brings in athletes from all
over who stay in our hotels, eat at our restaurants and visit our shops. The event also
showcases one of Cornwall's most beautiful asset - the waterfront and Le Village.
If not, similar to other communities the expense should be included in department budgets for
some events.
Keeping the population involved in their community and giving back to them in this way
promotes feelings of belonging and gratitude.
to a limited extent
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yes, but on sensible things..

Year round lights and horse rides are not needed.

credit in rental not necessarly money
Community events are what keeps people here
let them use the land for free. if the event cannot support itself then the city loses.
Services in Kind for park activities is money well spent
Never should the city carry the financial burdens for private events, agencies or festivals. There
is always potential for corruption, conflict of interest and misrepresentation. NO!!!
Cornwall needs to be "put on the map" More people need to know that it is fun to come to
Cornwall, instead of it being known as "the stinky city" or "the old people city"
The city should support but not bear the brunt of the costs.
Let's create large events in the city to bring people into the city and create growth and
attractions. Because right now there is very little.
Absolutely.
But in a consistent and fair manner.
Kitchener holds an annual Bluesfest. Paid by sponsors, and the municipality, it brought in $4
million in tourist spending in 2013 and has grown every year since. We need to get away from
old dinosaur bands and do something different. The old doesn't work - just look at the balloon
festival.
This type of social responsibility is what makes a great community.
Its time we start saving money
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In kind services are great but the amount that is allocated to an event does not match the
amount of manpower and supplies needed to do an event. This amount is taken out of regular
operating budget money.
But host things in different parts of the city. Lamoureux park doesn't need to be the centre of all
this city's events, or the downtown core.
One of the reasons we moved to Cornwall was because of the community festivals and events
that are free that we can enjoy with our 2 young children.
These events attract communities from outside to join in. It helps to expand our culture and
really attract tourists in.
This is a great thing to see in our community
No financial contribution is appropriate for agencies, festivals and events!! In-kind contribution
like policing is ok in my opinion....
through the proper application process
But only in-kind Services ...and the bare essentials.....not finances
With in reason
Increase the in kind services and reduce the financial contributions
Choose wisely please
More great events makes the city appealing to individuals or families looking to move here.
Any accountability, some were for profit ?
We have a good number of festivals now. We need to preserve and promote our
history/heritage.
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Some are needed but most are just money grabers. Why does my tax money go there?!??
For FREE events. When the public is segregated due to financial abilities....we should not use
tax dollars for that. Events that include all of our citizens we should support.
each event should be considered individually
creating buzz within the city will attract new businesses as well as citizens. having special
events within the city is expensive and having any help from the city will help to enhance these
events. Special focus on Service club backed events.
Festival and committee support and funding is a great way to showcase the city to visitors who
can become potential residents.
For a small town things can get boring. More activities bring people together for some fun and it
adds identity to the town.
celebrations of any kind are great
Need to ween these organizations off tax dollars and self funding by other sources
The time has come where these special events can no longer rely on the tax payer
Sponsorship should be focused on those programs and services that are valued by the
community-- where the city cannot offer the same level of service at a lower cost.
Most definitely.
Bring back Lift Off and start having good bands come to the Civic Complex and Autsville Hall
in kind is fine,
We have had festivals come and go - LIFT OFF -
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yes, but as in kind services only
Should only support non-profit events.
Most festivals and events would not exist without the support of the City of Cornwall.
Festivals bring in dollars from outside the City. Local residents and businesses both benefit.
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Appendix W: Comments for the question, “Sometimes the smallest things we can do
for our neighbourhood have the biggest impact. Do you have a project or idea that
could positively impact our community?”.
Reduce Police and Fire budget, cut costs in Transit , buy smaller buses
Affordable building on waterfront along the St Lawrence River...condos/apartments Initiatives to
landlords to renovate their buildings especially in Cornwall's east end. CONTOL the cat
population by insisting they stay in their yard & have permits for each cat!!!
keeping our city clean is a top priority with properties kept up to standard
re develop and open the old canal with a boardwalk with small stores and restaurants, this will
attract boaters and visitors to enjoy the waterfront. We need to connect our waterways to the
1000 island without going thru the Locks. I don't want to see CONDOS TAKING OVER THE
WATERFRONT.
Maintain roads
I would really need to think about this in order to ensure funding would truly make an impact.
Enhance the harbour area in to a social place to go and play and socialize
Promote neighbourhood pride by encouraging people to keep clean areas, though picking up
garbage, mowing grass in public areas, and planting trees (free at the RRCA)
Clean up the EAst end
change one way roads enforce the lack of respect regarding roads and sidewalk travel clearing
proper viewing upon entering intersections
Sidewalks close to all elementary schools
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It would probably not impact the community right away but... I think the city should invest in
some kind of a ''disaster centre'' if there is a major catastrophe. I think the citizens of Cornwall
are very vulnerable. The 1998 ice storm for example. There should be one main building to
treat those kind of situations/emergency. A place where officials can set up a commande center,
have a commercial grade kitchen, supplies, facilities, etc to help the citizens. A common
police/fire station with that kind of facilities would be a good fit like in many other cities in
Canada and the US.
Shinny hockey tourney sponsored by industry on Industrial Park drive or others.
would take place Jan-Feb on retention pond on Industrial drive

Tourney

promote the community paramedic program
change the approach to prepare the budget
Recycling stations that pay people to recycle. Look how much people pick scrap metal .how
much cleaner our streets wouled be.
Continue to introduce new programs and sports for kids. (e.g. Nerf wars was a great idea). Look
to other municipalities to inject new ideas into programs for the library, the pool and the Benson
Centre.
Increase number of municipal garbage can throughout the city. I see doggie poop bags and
doggie poop where it shouldn't be. Improve network access WiFi with fibre optics. You will never
get new businesses to come to Cornwall until Network access has been improved.
Lower speed limit or enforce current limit
Publicize activities more frequently. Online info is not the best way to reach everyone.
Downtown festivals, close Pitt St. for: multi-faceted events such as sidewalk sales, craft sales,
entertainment, food vendors. Christmas, Fall...
Beautification of the City in general. Repair broken / uneven sidewalks, curbs. Cut weeds that
grow at curb side, empty lots, boulevards. The clean up and maintenance of home owner's and
landlord properties to include the clean up of junk in front yards and out-of-control weeds
Monitor and enforce the property standards act - especially needed in the inner city.
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more industry and economic development
enforce property standards bylaws!
Utilize the canal for recreation/leisure. Rowing club in summer and skating rink in winter. Move
Welcome to Cornwall sign from Brookdale Avenue interchange (west bound lane) to Boundary
Road (for west bound lanes) ... people that see our sign have already passed the last exit to
enter our city!
Open up our waterfront to private development so it becomes a revenue generator for the city
and greatly improves our tourism outlook. Utilize your agreements with other communities and
make something of our waterfront before it becomes too late.
More logistical staff for protective services in order to focus front line personel to focus on
patient care
Public dog park
Plans for a proper modern mall somewhere in the city would create jobs, keep our citizen's
money locally, improve sense of pride for the city and develop the local regional economy.
Ball room type dancing at Lamoureux Park and something for teenagers at Lamoureux. This
could give a feeling of well being. Something also to get teenagers involved as they are the
future council of Cornwall
more splash pads in different parks
School zone for rose des vent, speed bumps along Anthony between holy cross and second
Try to encourage small traders to set up in downtown by giving tax incentives for 5 to 10 years.
Free parking and maybe no traffic in some areas. Get rid of transit buses parking on Pitt and
Second.
Beach volleyball court at Menard park?
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Activities for children and teenagers to do would be a positive to do a survey on what they would
like to see or do in cornwall
I am currently building a walipini. It is an underground greenhouse, so I may grow food all year
without the use of electricity. Fresh fruits and vegetables are an essential part to a healthy life.
If we have more fresh food available to us, and less expensive, it will benefit us in many ways,
including less use of our health care system. Healthier bodies promote happier and healthy
minds and positive attitudes that help change the balance of energy amongst us. If we could
build large walipinis, we could help feed and employ our community with better options.
We have spent countless hours showing officials how the waterfront can become useable park
space I would like to see something done
I already have and you didn't want to listen then, so why should I bother now?
In dover heights install a play pad that can double as a ground hockey rink or ice rink dependi g
on the season.
More community events in our parks to create tourism. We are a hub with many larger
communities with 2 hours of our borders. We are situated on one of the busiest highways in the
country. We need to get these people into the heart of the city through events.
Petition the federal government to leave the property at Lamoureux Park as it is currently being
used. It provides a large area that can be used for many income generating events that this city
thrives on.
More jobs, less low housing
Move the boat launch to the lock entrance, between the harbour and Marina 200. It would be
safer for park users. Too much traffic and people where it is now.
Enhancement to current skate board park, and add another site central or east Cornwall.
Spend money on things like this to enhance opportunity to youth so they can have variety of
opportunities
More policing mainly about the speeding through neighbourhoods
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Community paramedicine clinic similar to the one found in York.
the ditch at laflin is eroding land owners property
more community engagement is needed in all neighborhoods
More coordination between departments. I.e. Construction projects include planning for current
or future transit use, including detours during work. Parking by laws that enhance traffic flow
for transit (e.g. No parking should be on the side in which the bus travels so it has priority). Not
leave roadwork to be done in front of schools until the week before Labor Day when everyone
will be going back causing more congestion when they had all summer to work on a road that
wasn't used as frequently.
Take out the median on Yates Ave between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The city would save money
by not having to hire staff to cut the grass once a week. The city trucks would have an easier
time getting around parked vehicles without the median there. Also, less safety issues. The
street is due to be repaved. Hasn't been done in the past 12 yrs?
A small point! Eliminate the tax break on vacant properties.
More police visibility in neighbourhoods in order to help deter criminal acts and help make the
citizens feel safe
I believe that all departments in our city need to have a complete overhaul regarding how they
operate and are managed,i have spent my entire career reviewing facilities and recommending
changes in order to be effective and cost efficient. I have done this excessively not only in
Canada, but in the USA and Europe.
Fix up waterfront and make cornwall look good instead of poor
Gathering groups to help with some of the services needed by volunteering and making sure the
community knows where to find out about these.
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Take a closer look at the stray cat population and provide a way for the community to give back
to be able to prevent increase and assist the current homeless animals in terms of spay/neuter
services, re homing, and assisting resident's who actively help and feed these animals. Most
resident's can only provide food and sometimes shelter to these cats, but do not have the
budget to spay/neuter all the homeless cats in their community. This is desperately needed to
help control the population, and current agencies that deal with this type of problem are very
overwhelmed.
I think we should work to find a way to have group learning based fun activities for kids.. rather
than events that only load them up on candy etc (which is fine to do sometimes of course!) but
something like "story time" at the band shelter, have guest readers.. . Have fun learning
activities to promote the understanding and importance of acceptance, teach kids about how
differences are okay and the harm bully can do etc.
More bike paths - Tollgate road is a main commuting route and there is no bike lane between
McConnell and Brookdale
Listen to the medical officer of health. I was not impressed when you over ruled him Save
money and council can do his job. Why do you need him when you all know better
Here's a free initiative, make all property owners maintain there property
Make Cornwall more attractive to people travelling on the 401. There is no reason for any
traveller to believe that we have a great community awaiting them.
Small communities like Winchester, South Mountain, Chesterville etc., this year had a "Meet me
on Main Street" gathering, it was a great success. Cornwall should adopt the same thing and
shut down one of the street downtown and host a party with music, vendors etc.
people love lotto. could have some kind of 50/50 draw on a weekly or monthly basis let say $2
for all city folk and others and use it for budgeting in the next year or spend it on something
useful for the city like repairing roadwork that we did not have the money for.
Survey all taxpayers and ask them about how they feel about the city and become better
engaged with more of the citizens. There is a serious disconnect between the average taxpayer
and the city
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Community Gardens in our parks/municipal buildings yards. Let's turn some of that useless
grass into crops for the social assistance we offer. Think outside the box!
- More little free libraries like the one at the Literacy Council building - Renovate the Cornwall
Lions Club Bandshell (new paint job inside, etc.) - More string lights in other parks around town,
not just in Lamoureux Park
Making older buidings/businesses accessible with maybe portable ramps. Having a new
design for smoother sidewalks (ex: sidewalk creases like those on Pitt near Cornwall Square
and have a light dip on edge, left and right edges with rough surface on these edges only for the
visually impaired.)
More active transportation routes. We should be able to safely go anywhere in the city on a
bicycle.
Develop vacant land, housing, shops, parks etc.
I would suggest that the city try to attract a higher income group somehow and garner more
interest in technical or trade related specialities rather than telemarketing centers.
Remove pay parking so Cornwall can enjoy spending time downtown, eating shopping and
wondering. More benches, and two way streets to help shoppers navigate more easily. Speed
bumps to decrease street racing and speeding.
Municipally driven neighbourhood clean-ups. Provides visibility, community involvement and
pride. Deters crime by infiltrating every area of the city. Agencies working hand in hand with
citizens within each neighbourhood. This is already occurring in subsidised housing projects.
Gives a sense of ownership and responsibility to all.
More police presence. I have only seen police cars on their way to or from the police station.
Laws never seem to be enforced, as far as traffic or vandalism/theft.
bylaw enforcement, especially in the areas we are looking to promote.. (especially the Cotton
mills, Montreal Rd)
Greater focus on the littering we all share in our city. Better blue boxes with lids would be a
great start.
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Put playground replacement structure back in the budget and increase from $50,000 per unit to
$75,000 per unit to cover the actual increased costs of the units. Playground structure
replacement were removed from the 2017 budget. There are older structures that do not meet
todays code but are grandfathered in, but NEED to be replaced with newer structure
Every single plant the city plants next summer should be a fruit or vegetable. Have a team of
volunteers harvest them! Donate them to our food banks. Want to start changing the image of
cornwall... get someone to make a small video about the project & post it on Facebook ! Small
steps to changing Cornwalls image while helping our community!
That's what we elected the council for. Do YOUR job!
Campground west side of Guindon park would provide local jobs, increase in local spending etc
Most of facilities are already in place. Could be a source of revenue instead of a cost
CLEAN UP AN RETORE THE TWO BIAS. mAKE IT MORE APEALING FOR OUT OF TOWN
BUSINESSES TO COME HERE.
Build condos. Build decent boat ramps. Canal skating work
How about an amusement park to attract tourists you have all that property that was Doctor
land. A fairly large park would be fantastic in that area. Just a thought.
It's petty but the shopping carts everywhere has to stop and our Police must step in, theft is
theft, the poor people excuse to justify is wrong that same poor person would be charged for
stealing a loaf of bread right? Come on its out of control.
A special bike lane on our main streets in the city would be a great thing for the many people
who use their bicycles as their main mode of transportation in the city. This could help minimize
the amount of bike related accidents that happen in the community.
Cornwall will never change boring no vision
tea garden to help with mental health addictions and a learning environment for the school
children
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Annual flat fee access to rec infrastructure such as pool, rinks, gyms, similar to Access
Gatineau program. Increases accessibility, gives families an affordable way to be active
together.
Build the waterfront, people and people visit Brockville because of their waterfront, we can do
the same. You need to spend money in order to get money.
Recyclables is my big thing. I would like to see different areas of the city when you can bring in
recyclables. The city of cornwall should really look at the province of New Brunswick. I was
ashamed to see the lack of household member responsibility for their own garbage
Voluntary actions to keep streets clean. Enable city st. crews driving around in city trucks to
pick up road kill
Offering artistic workshops to groups who are underrepresented. Build confidence with in
themselves in order to communicate well with one another.
More public waste bins (garbage is everywhere, especially from fast-food businesses in the east
end) Enforce bylaws even where there are no complaints (poop & scoop, license cats and
charge owners for those that roam, unmaintained, unhealthy or unsafe properties (especially
rentals) and licence rental units) Increase law enforcement of motor vehicle infractions,
especially cell phone use - Cornwall is well below average income from this source)
Instead of building new roads, repave all the old roads.
Grow gardens in parks instead of planting flowers. Talk to neighbourhoods about adopting a
garden.
having a platform for citizens to anonymously let the by-law officer know of possible offences
and enforcing the by-law
Accessible waterfront to fish and do water sports.We have such a big waterfront but only thing
we have is a bike path and a boat launch. Marina 200 is private and no fishing can be done
there. Sunday bus service, and better access to Business Parc.
Annual neighbourhood spring cleanup.
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block parties to bring people together encourage builders to build with front porches again to
bring back the sense of the community neighbourhood versus everyone in their back yard and
not knowing anyone
Wish I did .....I will think about that
Clean up neighhbourhoods that are low income (yards, infrastructure,driveways, etc...)
I have been helping Seniors to stay in their homes for 25 years ... Small things make a big
difference for them ...Sometimes the difference between staying or going ...
just one question how much tax money was wasted putting this survey together
Pédibus program (a group for kids to walk to school rather than take the bus, supervised by an
adult)
Bring back neighborhood watch programs
Green bins. Collect the cities compostible waste. Create compost. Have it for sale (cheap) for
citizens use or for free for community based gardens (neighbor hood gardens or agape)
HANDS OFF LAMOUREUX PARC
Have city planners sit down with other city planners and share ideas on how to better serve the
taxpayer. Pass laws to limit the powers of the elected officials to prevent "Social Creep" where
their pet projects end up on the taxpayers dime.
Encourage grass-roots and community groups to collaborate to achieve their goals. The new
Tourism office and the Wood House museum is a great example as is the way the community
came together to make RibFest happen, right from the start.
Independent book store
Monitoring are side streets and less used roads for infractions.
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buy the old Domtar land and find investors to open a mini wonderland
All pay checks and disability cheques and landlord payments need to be done on line! Sent to
online banking. No more mailing, no more hard copies. Those collecting welfare should have
housing funds sent directly to landlord using on line banking.
have those able bodied welfare recipients cleaning the ditches, roadways and parks
Not at this time.
More community fund raisers to boost morale.
Develop the appeal of the waterfront like Montreal's West Island and Brockville. Make it an
attractive place to walk, shop and dine.
A themed parade that changes each year. Held on a long weekend that engages business and
residents.
Develop the east end.
Nieghbourhood monthly cleaning and community gardens
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"The involvement of all residents is vital for creating great places. Placemaking offers a unique
opportunity to bring people of different backgrounds together to work collaboratively on a
common goal: a shared public space. When local officials, developers, or any other siloed group
prescribe improvements to a place without working with the community, no matter how noble
those groups’ intentions may be, it often alienates locals, provokes fears of gentrification, and
increases the feeling and experience of exclusion. This kind of project-led or design-led
development ignores the primary function of Placemaking–human connection." I came up with
this idea when I heard about the potential condo project on the waterfront and started working
on the app about 2 months ago (mostly research) called "Design your City." I am pitching this to
several funding organizations/competitions over the Fall. We would solicit city residents to
vote on ideas for vacant lots, areas that could use a "sprucing up." The city could add potential
properties into the app and so could landlords.
1) There would be a fun/engaging marketing campaign that would include: Bus wraps, bus
shelters, newspaper ads, radio ads, FB ads, YouTube video and the city would put up signs, like
they did in Brooklyn here: https://www.citylab.com/solutions/2017/06/how-brownsville-residentstexted-in-their-ideas-for-a-better-community/530223/
2) Residents can vote on ideas that would include things like: better lighting, building murals,
basketball courts, sculptures, community gardens, bike rack sculptures, interactive art, etc. Go
look at Montreal and see what they are doing in their public spaces (mindblowingly beautiful
stuff). Voting would be closed within a certain timeframe (3 months).
3) The ideas with the most votes would be implemented with local artists, designers, developers
being able to bid on the projects. After much research, there is only one app that comes
comparatively close: https://www.citizenlab.co/ (they are out of Belgium and got over $500,000
in seed funding). If we get buy-in, the city could be the beta launch and we could roll it out to
other communities across Canada. Here are the other benefits: It will encourage techsavviness, creativity, curiosity, community-building/engagement. People will feel ownership
over their city. Creates jobs. People will feel connected to their local government. People will
be able to make their city better/ make a difference in an easy way. (open-sourcing social
change) Collective Impact Public sector innovation Democracy in action Bring people
together and build businesses and increase economic growth Revitalizing places that have
been neglected
clean up waterfront
Better Promote Active Transportation
volunteer neighborhood patroling
when replacing overpass at 401 and pitt, continue the sound wall throughout the urban area to
at least McConnell exit. The exististing sound berm is not sufficient.
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Open Data project to share information about city employees and projects. I should be able to
find all of the data concerning the city in one spot: demographics, property taxes, bus routes,
permit applications, crime rates, school readiness statistics, where city vehicles are, where to
access city services, where are events happening in the city. Put it all on a GIS Map and make it
public. Show us the good things you are doing, overlap it with the bad.
Cut taxes, cut regulations. When people keep more of their money they will reinvest into the
community as they see fit.
Spend money to develop the waterfront. Brockville has a beautiful waterfront compared to ours
do something with our fantastic waterfront between Cotton Mill and Domtar. Shopping,
restaurants, cafes, winterlude, use canal as ice rink, dog park. Most importantly put a stage,
good sound system for band shell and bring some real, good bands that aren't 80 years old.
dog park
volunteer to plan trees in boulevards. trees cut should equal trees planted. Need to come up
with a cost effective plan to deal with this.
outdoor festivals at water front, free for children. summer city olympics, winter skating rink at
complex outdoors. city sporting tournaments, softball, soccer. large name concerts at complex
arena
the next slash should to the east of mcconnell
Green Bin program to reduce waste
More teen activities such as a professional themed activity part for teens. Would draw people
from outside also.
Build more water fountains in lamoureux park.
Invest in waterfront development to draw tourists which in turn will draw people to this great city
as they will see we are open for business and are an active community.
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Appendix X: Comments for the question, “Please provide any additional comments
for the Mayor, Council, and Senior Staff in preparation for the 2018 budget.”.
Le conseil se doit d'etre visionnaire plutot que réactionnaire .
Cut 10% minimum from Police and Fire and transfer these funds to reserve
We have a beautiful city by the majestic St Lawrence so let's promote our water accessibility for
Cornwallites. Get rid of those ugly tanks & develop our waterfront for all to enjoy. Btw, deal
with the GEESE... disgusting feces everywhere in our beautiful parks! Keep our taxes as low
as possible...they are high enough! Lower them if possible... Timeline on major projects such
as Brookdale & Marleau was insane!!! It took forever to get anything done...traffic flow has
been terribly slow because of it! It's been chaotic for a year or more now! Control cat
population! Owners must be made accountable like dog owners!!!
I own a company and property in Cornwall. It needs a bad facelift but if I deplete my account to
do the repairs I am facing extreme difficulties with permits and inspections not to mention once
the repairs are done my taxes will go up. It's a no win situation. I believe Cornwall is better than
that, if we spend the money to enhance the look of our property it will come ten folds back.
People who want to move or relocate to Cornwall, want to make sure it's clean and the
appearance of the buildings are well maintained. No one wants to invest in a community that is
falling apart and is taxed to the nines.
This comes under Community Engagement. Recognize and reward (in a small way) those who
actively participate in keeping Cornwall clean and safe. The token award should be a city pin.
I don’t know why anybody complains about the fire budget when it cost less than a cup of Tim
Hortons coffee per day for a professional full time fire service. Look to cut none essential
discretionary spending and raise taxes yearly!
use common sense and regardless of how difficult you may feel it is, always do the right thing
budget prep: - set a % of the total revenues for capital projects - set a % of the total revenues
for reserves not by department - review every service offered by every department to
determine what priorities should be budgeted for Obviously this means that some services may
be downsized or may be eliminated.
Please improve your business networks to bring in new business to Cornwall and stop trying to
pay for the infrastructure improvement by the residents.
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Cornwall property owners can afford sensible tax increases, stop trying to ram an unattainable
0% increase down all city department's throats. There is no recession going on that I am aware
of, fair wage increases to city staff is important they are after all your most valuable asset. If
cuts need to be made fine, but let's start with our Council table first.
Keep the waterfront free from development unless it is recreational, to be for the use of
everyone. Be aware of how things are reported. Be proactive in informing the public. Find a
way to establish a waterfront restaurant at the complex, with outdoor seating, views of the river,
which could offer summer treats as well like ice cream... move city offices out of prime real
estate like the complex!
* Raise the level in which the City promotes it self.
* People moving into the City and Visitors to the City should be able to see exactly what the City
promoted it self as.
The downtown core and waterfront need attention. Open space does NOT attract people . We
need to do something with it, Look at the booming downtowns of Kingston Brockville and even
Valleyfield, Montreal.. There is activity, busyness, people moving all the time. Not sure what
the anchor(s) we need to commence development on the waterfront, but with the right
investment by a developer, "they will come". Yes we have a gorgeous waterfront, but allocate
some greenspace and go for the growth. Our population has not grown since 1957. Reserves
have been set aside for major capital projects and should NEVER be touched for operating
costs, or to reduce the tax load to taxpayers. The sale of Cornwall Electric years ago put the city
in a positive position but Council has been nibbling away at this fund over the years.
Cornwall is shown significant, positive improvements, as compared to 10 years ago, such as
bike lanes, housing development, and has encouraged and supported private citizen
involvement in various volunteer organizations, such as Transition Cornwall. If the City were to
offer incentives for home renovations and upgrades it would help to improve the housing stock.
Policing Services are essential to the well being of all.
The top layer has forgotten to care for the bottom layer in our City, this must change. Every
neighborhood should receive equal upkeep and care, and the enforcement of property
standards. Front line staff at Building and Bylaws need to be trained to be receptive to all
members of our Community
if the job is in the phone book the City should not be doing this job. Arbitration has hurt us and
you can fix that
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Take the time to review each department and perform time audits. Downsize departments and
fill each person work week with work. Check invoices at each department and price check
them. An example would be our vehicle maintenance. Each repair completed should have the
labour compared to standard repair times and the parts should be reviewed to make sure we're
not over paying I've personally asked for time to show where I can save money but never
given the opportunity and leave with the impression that they're "too important" for me.
Personal relationships or personal benefits cost us tax payers more money. Credit cards are
being used in an effort to avoid having to issue purchase orders and circumvent tenders. In
closing, we do a poor job of managing our tax dollars and increasing our taxes is not the
answer. We should not have to pay for peoples inefficiencies or lack of concern.
This survey was poorly designed. Most notably many of the sections had obviously leading
question... I'm hoping this was not by design. In the future please consider having your surveys
designed by someone with an education in survey design and analytics.
Enforcement on garbage pickup. like 4foot fluorescent light bulbs in garbage bin but still gets
picked up.
stop wasting tax payer money manage it bettet
Good Luck
Have students elementary and high school participate in a survey as to what their interests are
Too much waste. Look at ways to trim waste then look at tax increases
Keep up the good work!
I've noticed in the past few years, some of you are focusing your attention on one or two groups
of citizens or areas of the city. I would like to remind ALL of you that you represent the ENTIRE
city, not just minorities, not just the elderly, not just the west. Until our city moves to a ward
style of government, represent the entire city, not just some of it.
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It's time to open Cornwall for business...we need incentives to get people to invest their money
in Cornwall. Developers, businesses and manufacturing should be the primary targets of our
Economic strategy. We have had some improvement in the economic development area but
not enough higher paying jobs to stimulate the total economic picture. We also need to focus
on getting more skilled labour here...perhaps focusing on education..help to develop a skilled
workforce.
We live in a city that has been underdeveloped for years. No matter who we get in there to run it
for his run horribly. We are on the border of Montreal the states close to Ottawa so much
potential here that has been untapped. Instead of cuddling all of our welfare recipients we
should be doing things to make life better more jobs less restaurants.
The city is stagnating, in my opinion, a shake up needs to happen.
I have been living in Cornwall for 3.5 yrs. now and I enjoyed every minute of it. Cornwall is a
beautiful, safe and clean city and I think you are all doing a great job. Thank you.
Listen to the community.
Revise how things are done. Help on senior's needs and services. Cut back on outside firms to
do analysis that could be easily done internally. As far as I am concern there is too much money
spent for those service that could be done seasonally by hiring few student in that field,
something to think about
We require more tax producing opportunities ie. new companies, higher education facilities, new
businesses. Review costs of Provincial Policing versus current costs. Add improved signage
along highway 401 and our main entryways and promote our city.
Make Paramedics an essential service
Fire and police budgets are too high (specifically fire services). Paramedics are way too low
compared to other emergency services.
Remember that the city of Cornwall comprises a lot of neighborhoods, not just Brookdale or
Pitt/Sydney. Many in the city feel the current government does not adequately represent them
or understand them. Also remind the services currently in place that the taxpayer expects
service for their money- there is a need to be more accountable to the taxpayer
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Budget for projects to bring Cornwall services into the now and not wait for them to be
mandated by other laws and then play catch up. I.e. Some small steps have been taken to
modernize the transit system but some of them have only come about in reaction to the
Accessibility for Ontarioans with Disabilities Act. Other infrastructures in the department are
older and dated and could be updated with a small current cost that would provide future
efficiency. I.e. Most transit systems are moving to smart card fare payments and using
transfers printed on demand instead of preprinting supplies that may not be used paper
transfers, tickets and passes.
We have nice waterfront but we don't have anything to attract people to it. Lets start developing
on it. Building some condos might be a good idea.
All previous comments applicable. Find ways to build the community, not strip it down. Citizens
expect to receive good community services for the tax dollars they pay and it is Councils and
Administrations responsibility to deliver. The planning should extend beyond the end of council
term and be ongoing.
As elaborated earlier!
As I said I truly believe fire could share some of its money to help make corvwall a better place.
I can't stand seeing fire all over the sunshine list and knowing they barely do anything and skew
their 'responding to call' statistics. Self dispatching to police only or EMS only calls should count.
Stop giving away money. I.e. PAC $ to affluent people in our community and businesses who
can pay for new signs and repairs to buildings they purchase. Offer incentives to young people
who want to return as doctors to our community whether generalist or not. Reduce taxes, I can
longer contribute to community events or projects. You have taxed me to the hilt! And I get little
in return. I don't use the bus, don't get social services, etc etc etc. Start making property
owners responsible for their properties where are the bylaw officers for weeds and buildings that
are disgraceful. Give those unfortunate ones money to paint their properties. Reduce wages
and benefits to police and firemen. And eliminate their opportunity for second and third jobs.
Eliminate buses. STOP SPENDING,!!
the longer you wait the more it will cost to do the infrastructure work.
Thanks for setting up this survey! I hope peoples responses are taken into consideration.
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The City of Cornwall advertises as being bilingual to attract businesses. However, people can
hardly function in a French business environment. More financial resources should be allocated
to promote bilingualism. Is this survey available in French ?
Get more feedback from the people that live in this city, I have too often heard complaints of the
city making changes that NO ONE likes
I believe that audits of each department should be done in order to ensure that the money
allotted to each department is used to its fullest intent and not wasted. There appears to be too
many "top heavy" departments instead of being filled with actual people whose feet are on the
ground.
I have experience this first hand and had many others tell me the same thing. When dealing
with city employees at the planning department for building permits, it is a nightmare. Staff are
not friendly or helpful. Every time I have applied for a permit and dealt with front line staff and
inspectors it has been a negative experience. I dread applying for a permit. They should
encourage building and development in the city, not hinder it. Rumour is, that if you want to
build, build just outside the city.
bring taxes down. raising taxes should not be an option anymore. lower taxes attract others to
want to settle in this town, individuals or businesses. concentrate on waste. GOOD LUCK
Get the basics under control.
Some of the quieter citizens or neighborhoods also hold the ones who will vote in elections and
during the last election, the message was that there was too much waste, too much of a repeat
style of governing and that they wanted change. We have not seen that change. We have not
seen a reduction in taxes or a review of services to see how they can run more efficiently.
There continues to be a feeling of disconnect and this really has not changed. There are other
neighborhoods than Brookdale, Pitt or Montreal Road and many feel they are forgotten.. There
is also a constant "shaking of the head" over wasteful decisions such as the Second Street Bike
path- STOP doing those things without really thinking it through..
Don't be silly with my hard earned $. I work hard for my pay cheque and there's nothing I hate
more than seeing what I feel is it being wasted or miss appropriated.
Do clear, concise, and concrete things that will earn the public's trust and earn their votes in the
next election. Do what's right, not what's easy, politically expedient, benefits your friends, or
what insulates your own comfort zone.
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You need to consider the working poor and those on disability pensions who can't afford the
little extras the community offers either due to a basic fee or similar. Hard at times to include
these adults in activities.
Cornwall has much improved these past few years, and I would like us to keep moving forward.
When a friend from out of town visits, I want to them to think that my home is a great place to
live. Please continue to make Cornwall not only beautiful, but easy to navigate and accessible
to many age groups.
reduce the number of councillors from 10 to 6 consider having parking enforcement move to
police service
The Fire Service is too expensive. Wage increase after wage increase. They are not willing to
work with council. They always go to arbitration to ensure they get a wage increase, damn the
taxpayer. Our neighbours have volunteer fire protection and we have two fire stations with full
time employees. Time for a Hybrid Fire Service!
get the job done....less bickering
Stop rising police costs 5 point action plan: 1 - gain leverage by limiting police increases on
budget. 2 - make it known that cost comparisons are being done for OPP coverage (cost
benefit analysis) 3 - limit jurisdiction of CCPS to inner city - gaining more leverage. 4 - make
it known that service comparisons are being done for OPP coverage. ( service benefit analysis)
5 - gain provincial support and implement the OPP services throughout the community.
Pension buy-out options for near retirees, job opportunities for those currently working with the
CCPS.
Support arts and culture to attract more visitors and help remove the stigma of negativity
Cornwall seems to be eternally stuck in.
We need the increase.. council isn't 'cutting taxes' they are effectively 'cutting services'
Start phasing out city jobs that could be subcontracted. It's good for the small businesses in
cornwall & saves the city money
Be more accountable for your actions and have tangible consequences if they are not met.
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Good job on Brookdale but it should continue with 4 lanes to 401.
sTART LOOKINGAT CUTTING COSTS WHICH CORNWALL WHICH HAS LOW INCOME
THAT THEY CAN AFFORD
we need more beds for long term care residents.
Work together. Spare the grandstanding we know next year is an election year. Look at your
police forces and fire. Trim the fat.
The Mayor's picnic was a huge success this year and it would be awesome if you could allocate
a small part of the budget to have it in 2018. To the Mayor: As previously stated in this survey, I
have great concerns about the age of our buildings here in Cornwall. A recent survey concluded
that we have more fires in Cornwall than any other urban community because of the age of the
buildings and the fact that Landlords are not held accountable for the upkeep of their units
(electrical and fire/CO2 alarms). The threat to human and animal life should be taken seriously
and as a major priority.
Track and ensure all the online contact forms are read and answered by the relevant town
employee. Get rid of the "old boy" favoritism in hiring town employees, including bringing in new
supervision. Keep courageous attitude and be very skeptical of charming developers.
Cant wait for election for major change...again
would like to see how this project could be look into more. I believe this project would benefit all
ages of the community and even be able to be used by the city for future events and bring
tourist to Cornwall as well.
If you don't raise the taxes, you will forever be trying to catch up. This city is so conservative it's
slowing everything down, just get it done.
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New Brunswick as a whole has approx 800,000 people living in the whole province. 1) They
have recycling depots for glass, plastics;;although at the store level you pay 0.10 for every bottle
or can of pop, beer, jus and when you bring it back in you get 5 cents back 2) In many
communities they have bins where people bring in other recyclables such as news papers,
cardboard 3) They pick up reg. garbage every 2nd week and compost bins the week after 4)
Twice a year they have a clean up week (spring and fall) apart from that any other materials
such as furniture, paint, construction materials and so on it's the household member that is
responsible for bring it to the dump where they are charged a certain amount 5) Every year the
towns offer nice compost at a reduced price for people who wish to use this in their gardens
Don't limit the outside agencies. They need your moral support. Funding is being slashed
everywhere and sometimes, they just need your ear.
Don't spend money we don't have on "attractions" we can't afford. This will cost future
generations so much more. We are not Ottawa , Montreal or Toronto and there are many other
things more important than sports in this city. If it costs the public to participate, it should be
profitable or, at the least, self-sustaining without tax dollars. No "cultural center" while 50% of
taxpayers are living paycheck-to-paycheck. I would support using my taxes so that the mayor
and council can be provided with $1150 each (the amount provided to disabled adults in
Ontario) to be used to find decent housing, food for a month, and some utilities in the city to be
passed on to someone in need. If they are able to do it every month (without assistance from
subordinates), the result would help 84 families every year. That would be more new families
than currently placed in social housing. Unfortunately, I think the effort involved would be
overwhelming for most of council, if not impossible to maintain for an entire year.
I think you guys do a good job, it's a thankless job and a lot of people don't understand that.
Tough decisions will need to be made for this budget. Take a deep look at all budgets and see
where the waste is.
Try listening to the residents instead of running off at the mouth. The people elected council to
represent them try following through with that idea.
My husband and I are new to Cornwall and we're still learning about Cornwall. Hopefully in the
future I can provide more thoughts and a better informed opinion.
Council should be less involved in the minute details of the budget ad improve overall trends
only- detailed budget management is the responsibility of city managers
Please reduce snow removal and salting of roads. So many unnecessary trucks plowing bare
pavement, and salting whereas it it not necessary.
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I don't envy you your job. You will be damned if you do and damned if you don't. Know that at
least one resident appreciates the effort you all put forth into decisions even when I don't agree
with the end result.
Please see the growing demand on the paramedic services, the budget needs to reflect that
growth within the department. More front line staff are required to ensure that the community
gets the appropriate coverage that is required. Mental health, within the entire city, needs to
be taken very seriously.
Thank you for putting the survey forth. We need to ensure our community becomes a center
where families wish to raise their children, not just where seniors can retire.
Support St.John Ambulance please, they provide a necessary service that allows events to run
and thrive, and reduce the stress put on paramedics
Police, Fire, and Paramedics are draining our small taxpayer base and leaving little left to
invest. Salaries in this city with the low cost of housing should not be the same as Ottawa or
Toronto with 3 times or more the average home price.
Please (yes I know this sounds weird) raise the taxes. Not an unaffordable amount but enough
that our city can grow. 0% wage increases, No enhancements to programs or services and
Dipping into reserve funds is not a fisically responsible way to go. We have to spend money to
make money. I'd rather pay a bit more each year and have growth in my city.
Please take control of the fire fighters union.
RESIGN !
As a teacher in the area, I see a need for more activities/places for students 12-14 years old. I
also see a need for indoor recreation options for the very young.
You take money to run a city. It is not a daycare, a seniors home, a welfare agency or an
overtime bank. Your plan should have 2 pillars: 1.) Stuff we gotta do to make the city run 2.)
Stuff that people would like us to do but isn't really necessary to run a city The first should not
be up for votes or discussion, the second should be viewed as a non binding suggestion.
Please ask the tough questions and make the tough decisions.
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We need to reduce the Police Budget. Too many management and benefits for them.
Have the budget presented and approved earlier.
Good luck. Bring in your own food to eat! Think of everyone!
Stay positive. Vote your heart and think about our environment. Thanks.
Reduce property taxes....improve bus and vis rail services and remove toll on bridge!! We
moved out of Cornwall back to Toronto due to ridiculously high property taxes!!!!!!
Please don't be shy to increase the taxes! It's not much to keep things running! People will be
cranky for a year and then they'll get over it. They'll be more cranky if the city starts falling apart.
You need a younger demographic point of view. Complete a FICE exchange to see what other
communities are doing.
More bylaw enforcement, especially with vehicle parking on side streets.
Make this town a fun town. Add more things to do that will draw people from cities like Otawa,
Montreal and Toronto. We need things other places don't have.
As previously stated , taxes should not be increased and efficiencies should be found within
existing budgets.. Staff need to be more creative and find other ways.
Acknowledge that this City has some bad parts, some poor neighborhoods, some high crime
areas, some negative history, and then show us that we're doing something about those things
(if you are doing anything about those things.) Acknowledge the bad but then highlight the
good. Its time you stop ignoring all the bad things, because ignoring them is just means your
just going to let things keep getting worse.
Police & Fire simply take way too much of the budget. Need to cut.
Stop with all the negativity in the paper about our taxes being high. We should be promoting
Cornwall with our cheap hydro and cheap cost of living.
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Does such a small aging town in both infrastructures and population really need 100k+ salaries
in fire police. Should you not address the needs of the aging population in reference to senior
care? We as a community really need to maximise our waterfront. We have one of the nicest
waterfront and we do absolutely nothing with it.
Don't be bullied or look for points from the unions/associations. Some council remembers are
very naive to this? or playing for points? Be strong and true and ask the tough questions and
make decisions based on facts and not what is popular.
the feed back from the Mayor and Council, senior management is absent. Decisions to free
wages when other incentives could be have considered to meet budget expectations were
never considered. Community engagement needs to have several formats, can't always attend
the public meetings and it is never felt than any written correspondence to council or senior
management is received, responded to. City generally needs a lesson in customer service.
Thank you!
I work in a construction related field and I hear time and time again how city residents or
contractors are having a hard time obtaining building permits. You should really look into how
this department is run and how you could improve this. I myself have put off renovations of my
home because I don't the hassle of dealing with the building department and I work in the
industry. How many other people are either choosing not to build in our city or not renovating
their homes or properties because of this. Also, I see time and time again the city requiring
stronger wood or products when what is specified on their architectural plans is within the
Canadian or Ontario Building Code. Residents and contractors should not have to spend more
money because a plan examiner prefers a different product when the building codes clearly
state what is required. More construction in our city means more funds coming into it also. I
also have friends and family working for the City of Cornwall and I believe that the Mayor and
city council should really look into how their city staff are treated by the senor staff and
management. The City promotes good quality of life and fair treatment but that has to be
reflected by all of the staff. The City of Cornwall can not offer the city residents good service if
their staff are poorly treated. Our tax dollars that pay all of the employees salaries are not well
spent if people are mistreated.
Please keep in mind that by reducing or maintaining taxes we are not "growing" as a city. In
order to become a place people want to move to and enjoy we need to keep enhancing our
service levels and providing new services in order to keep up with other Cities. Our economic
development depends highly on the atmosphere of the City and if the City is deferring payments
to the next year or the year after that for major infrastructure that may in turn impact an
industries decision to come to this City. It is recommended that even if there is a small increase
each year, it would be better then waiting and being reactive to a situation which may cause an
extremely large increase.
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Good luck on next years budget. It's a tough job that you have but it's because of the people
that we presently have on council that makes me so proud to live here and call Cornwall my
hometown. This is the best I've seen Cornwall in over 60 years. Thank you.
- Council should be more respectful of administration and more accountable to each other
Keep up the great work at repairing some the backlog from previous councils. Do not just focus
on 0 tax increases to satisfy a portion of our community. We need a future.
Good luck!
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